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Fifteen years of innovation

A

s executive editor of Maryland magazine, I know all too well the struggles
we sometimes face in deciding what image to put on our cover. How do you
illustrate translational research or making an impact worldwide or trauma pods
or pain research, to name a few recent cover stories?
But this year, choosing a cover image was easy. Because when one thinks of
innovation at the University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB), one man comes
to mind: UMB President David J. Ramsay, DM, DPhil, whose visage graces
our 2010 cover. Since his arrival on our campus in 1994, President Ramsay
has spearheaded amazing growth. His imprint is all over this magazine because
without him, there would be no University of Maryland BioPark (page 48), no
Southern Management Corporation Campus Center (page 50), no Center for
Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine (page 2), no Institute for Genome
Sciences (page 34), and no Founders Week (page 55). President Ramsay also
has appointed all of our current deans, including our newest dean, Phoebe A.
Haddon, JD, LLM, of the School of Law (page 39).
To get a snapshot of his impact, just look at the numbers. In 1994, the campus
consisted of 41 buildings on 32 acres with 4 million square feet of space. Under
President Ramsay, UMB has grown to 65 buildings on 61 acres with almost
6 million gross square feet of space. More importantly, research funding has more
than quadrupled, from $103 million in Fiscal Year 1994 to $517 million in FY09.
For President Ramsay, however, innovation means more than just numbers.
Therefore, the BioPark not only unites UMB’s academic resources with Maryland’s
biotechnology partners and encourages commercialization, but it also brings new
entry-level jobs and hope to nearby high school students in what was once a vacant
neighborhood. The schools’ new centers bring amazing research, but they also
result in transformed patients, such as stroke victims using the “Tailwind” therapy
device (page 21). As facilities have grown in the Dental School and the schools
of Pharmacy and Nursing, for example, so has the schools’ community outreach.
And President Ramsay wouldn’t have it any other way.
As vice president of the University’s Office of External Affairs and president of
the University of Maryland Baltimore Foundation, Inc., it has been my privilege
to work for President Ramsay. I’m sure the whole campus shares my sentiment.
He exemplifies the words of George Bernard Shaw: “I am of the opinion that my
life belongs to the community, and as long as I live, it is my privilege to do for it
whatever I can.”
President Ramsay is the epitome of innovation. And UMB is better because of him.
Sincerely,

T. Sue Gladhill, MSW
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STARS LINE UP

AT

Center for Stem Cell Biology
and Regenerative Medicine
BY ROBYN FIESER

Curt Civin, MD, discovered a groundbreaking way to isolate stem
cells. His work revolutionized the treatment of leukemia and dozens
of other diseases.
But for the better part of the past decade, politics kept
Civin out of the laboratory more than he would have liked. He
was splitting his time finding new treatments for cancer, while
advocating for the state of Maryland to fund embryonic stem cell
research amid a ban on the use of federal dollars on the practice.
With the political question now answered and federal
funds released, Civin is back in the lab full time, where he plans
to complete his next major achievement: leading University of
Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) scientists to build a world-class stem
cell research center where scientists from several disciplines work
together to discover treatments and prevention for countless diseases.
“The stars are aligned right now, and it is a propitious time
to start the center,” says Civin.
After 30 years at the Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine where, when he left, he was leading projects totaling more
than $20 million in research funding, Civin joined the University
in January 2009 to become associate dean for research, professor
of pediatrics, and the founding director of the new University of
Maryland School of Medicine Center for Stem Cell Biology and
Regenerative Medicine. He brought with him his research projects
and his entire research team.
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“With the arrival of Dr. Civin, we not only have an
international leader in the expanding field of stem cell
research and regenerative medicine, we also have an outstanding regional and international collaborator added to
our faculty,” says School of Medicine Dean E. Albert Reece,
MD, PhD, MBA, who is also vice president for medical
affairs at the University of Maryland and the John Z. and
Akiko K. Bowers Distinguished Professor of the School
of Medicine.

Starting Small
The opening of the center was an important step in making
the University a national leader in stem cell research, says
Ricardo Feldman, PhD, associate professor in the School of
Medicine’s Department of Microbiology and Immunology.
Feldman, a core member of the University’s excellent team of
stem cell researchers, was recently awarded a five-year, $1.725
million grant, the largest grant that the Maryland Stem Cell
Research Fund offers. He’ll use the funds to generate patientspecific iPS (induced pluripotent stem) cells for modeling
and treating Gaucher’s disease. Pluripotent cells are able to
develop into different types of cells or tissues in the body.
“We have the seeds of a large enterprise at the University
of Maryland,” Feldman says. “And under the lead of Dr. Civin,
who is already bringing people together who wouldn’t be likely
to interact, I think we can become a very important player.”
In its current state, the center is a glimpse into what
Civin hopes the future holds. His research office—the same in
size and in finishes as that of his fellows—sits in front of the
three adjoining labs that are strung together in a corner suite
on the first floor of a medical school research building. This is
the nucleus of the new center.
“All major centers like this have started small,” Civin
says, pointing to similar institutions in states that lead the

field of stem cell research. “In California, in New Jersey, it was
the same way.”
From this simple beginning, Civin envisions the development of a center where, in the next phase, two core facilities
will act in tandem to fuel stem cell research. The first will
grow stem cells of all kinds and multiple species, including
embryonic and iPS cells, both of which are in high demand
from researchers.
The facility will act as a hub that can fuel research
throughout the region, which encompasses Johns Hopkins
University, the National Institutes of Health, and a myriad of
biotechnology companies. Scientists working on treatments
for diabetes or Parkinson’s disease, for instance, could order
stem cells differentiated with those diseases from the center.
Creating such a facility will require highly skilled scientists,
Civin says. “It’s hard to grow enough of the induced pluripotent
stem cells. And it is very laborious. You need skilled artisans
who are also expert scientists or technicians,” he says. Research
has been slowed by the lack of available pluripotent stem cells
due to the difficulty in growing them.
In the second core facility, stem cells will be modified
genetically, providing scientists cell models for many different
diseases. “It’s like a temperature control. We can engineer the
cell to make a lot or a little of a certain natural molecule,”
Civin says. “If the cell is making 100 units of a certain
protein, we can turn the dial up. Or we can dial its expression
down to zero.” By doing so, researchers can study how such
changes affect the cell’s abilities to carry out its functions.
Modifying the cells “takes a lot of intellectual knowledge,
experience, and again, some art,” Civin says. By taking that
painstaking process out of the hands of individual researchers,
it frees their time. “It might take a year to make a set of vectors.
This core lab would allow the researcher to—instead—just
order them up. This will make a lot of people’s science more
efficient and speed the discovery process.”
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CURT CIVIN

Drawing on Experience
To build the center, Civin is drawing on decades of experience
in stem cell research plus the relationships he has developed
over the course of his 30-plus-year career in science and
medicine, which includes a research stint with the National
Cancer Institute in the 1970s.
Civin, a graduate of Harvard Medical School, began
his career at Johns Hopkins University in 1979 as a pediatric
oncologist and assistant professor. As a physician who saw
children dying of leukemia more often than they survived, he
became convinced that stem cells were key to unlocking cures
for the disease.
But this was the early 1980s and a major obstacle existed:
stem cells could not be isolated. The common treatment for
leukemia was—and still is—chemotherapy, intensive doses of
which can destroy the entire bone marrow. Transplants from
the patient’s own bone marrow to regenerate the patient’s
bone marrow after intensive chemotherapy often proved
unsuccessful because that marrow contained cancer cells.
Civin’s goal was to isolate bone marrow stem cells so only
stem cells—without any cancer cells—would be transplanted
back into the patient’s body. By transplanting only the normal
marrow stem cells, free of cancer cells, patients would receive
the benefits of a bone marrow transplant without the risk of
recurring cancer. At the time, many researchers understood
the importance of stem cells, for research as well as for clinical
treatment, but isolating them was impossible.
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In 1984, Civin solved the problem. He invented an
antibody that bound itself to stem cell antigens, allowing
researchers to harvest isolated stem cells. The antibody called
CD34, Civin explains, acts as “a little hook,” pulling only
stem cells from a mass of other bone marrow cells. The pure
cells can then be transplanted to the patient.
The Food and Drug Administration approved the
use of Civin’s antibody in 1996. Since then, it has become
the standard practice for isolating bone marrow cells used
in cancer therapy, including leukemia, lymphoma, and
myeloma, as well as several other blood diseases. Civin holds
nine U.S. patents for biomedical inventions related to his
stem cell work, which won him several honors, including
the National Inventor of the Year Award in 1999 and the
Landsteiner Award in 2009. Thousands of patients have been
treated across the globe, and more than 15,000 scientific
papers have involved CD34 in the research.
Today, Civin and his 15-member research team are
studying the inner workings of stem cells to learn not only
how to manipulate them to optimize therapeutics but also
why they malfunction and cause cancers such as leukemia.
“By learning how normal stem cells develop, we also
can learn how they undergo mutational errors in their DNA
code,” explains Civin. “We can find and exploit small cracks
in their armor.”
If researchers learn precisely how cells malfunction,
they can develop cures aimed directly at the causes. “We can
develop a targeted therapy. This is a rational basis for treating
leukemia, attacking the cancer’s Achilles’ heel,” he says.

Away From the Lab
In addition to making discoveries that revolutionized the
treatment of leukemia, Civin also spent a good part of the last
decade on the “politics” of stem cell science.
In 2001, he found himself at the epicenter of a national
debate over federal funding for embryonic stem cell research,
a practice that was halted by President George W. Bush.
Embryonic stem cells are an important research tool because
they can become any cell in the body and, therefore, hold
promise for treating a variety of diseases from Parkinson’s to
Alzheimer’s. Opponents argued that harvesting embryonic
stem cells was morally wrong.

“

By learning how normal stem cells develop, we also can learn
how they undergo mutational errors in their DNA code. We can
find and exploit small cracks in their armor.

Civin took a public stance in the debate, lobbying to end
the limiting of public funding of stem cell research to existing
lines of embryonic stem cells. He was called to Capitol Hill
numerous times to make the case that President Bush’s policy
would impede the field of stem cell research because existing
stem cell lines were flawed. He took a personal role in educating
legislators on the details of stem cell science. Yet it was not until
this past March that President Obama lifted the federal bans.
But Civin’s advocacy role proved good practice for his
next fight: persuading legislators in Maryland to create a state
fund to support embryonic stem cell research. The restrictions
on funding for embryonic stem cell research only affected
federal money. The state of Maryland was losing stem cell
scientists to places like California, which established its own
$3 billion fund to finance embryonic research.
Civin was convinced the state needed to play a pivotal
role in stemming this loss of researchers. A Maryland fund,
Civin argued, would help the state secure its spot as a
biotechnology hub. He joined with Baltimore City Delegate
Sandy Rosenberg to campaign for the creation of the Maryland
Stem Cell Research Fund, testifying at legislative hearings and
speaking to media outlets across the state.
The work paid off. The fund was launched in 2006.
Since then, School of Medicine researchers have earned 31
grants from the state of Maryland. Among these, Civin just
won another grant for a joint project with a colleague at Johns
Hopkins University to determine if blood-forming stem cells
can be made to multiply in the lab for transplantation. This
uncharted research has the potential to break ground in
disease treatment. But such untested research normally is not
funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH), which
leans toward supporting more established work, says Civin.
One of the state fund’s most critical roles is to fund this type
of young science.
“This state-funded research will tell us if we are on the
right track with this new idea. If so, we will apply for larger
federal grants to take the work to the next stage,” says Civin.
“President Obama’s lifting of the ban on federal funding
of embryonic stem cell research makes NIH funding more
available for stem cell science. And Maryland’s stem cell

“

—CURT CIVIN

biologists, like us, will be at a competitive advantage in our
quests to secure increased federal dollars to support research
because we will be able to show the results of the statesupported research validating our concepts. This is important
because research is big business and a large source of good
jobs in Maryland.”
Civin applauds Obama’s decision, but he also worries
that with federal funding in place states like Maryland will
cut back their role. Part of his job at the center is to continue
to push for state funding. That means not only educating
the public about the benefits of stem cell research, but also
encouraging young doctors and scientists to join the field.
Civin “is well-known in this field, so he attracts a high
caliber of people to join his lab and the new center,” says Kara
Scheibner, PhD, assistant professor and one of 15 scientists
who followed Civin from Johns Hopkins to the center. “We
have a lot of people from diverse backgrounds: molecular
biology, immunology, cellular biology. It’s an incredibly wellrounded lab.”
Scheibner, a pharmacologist, says one of Civin’s greatest
strengths is his ability to cultivate collaboration. “He encourages
a cooperative environment within the lab, in the University
of Maryland, and even in the state,” she says. “He has many
close colleagues, so we have several open collaboration efforts
still going on with Johns Hopkins and NIH.”
Civin sees the new center as a key piece of a regional
“quartet” where cutting-edge stem cell research is conducted.
That includes Johns Hopkins’ Institute for Cell Engineering,
the NIH in Bethesda, Md., and a host of biotech companies.
The 2009 World Stem Cell Summit was held last
September in Baltimore and was co-hosted by the University
of Maryland, Baltimore and Johns Hopkins. The summit
brought more than 1,200 researchers, funders, policymakers,
and educators from around the globe to discuss the future of
stem cell research and regenerative medicine.
“We have a critical mass equaling anyplace else,” Civin
says. “But in the end, this is really about treating people,
about helping them, not about the numbers of scientists,
papers or money.”
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P Program
Gives Diabetics
a Helping Hand
3

BY STEVE BERBERICH

“Finding out that your company has provided a pharmacist
to help you manage a chronic disease is like going to a gym
and finding your own personal trainer,” says John Balch, RPh,
BSP, president and owner of PharmaCare of Cumberland and
Frostburg, Md.
In 2006, Balch was instrumental in the University of
Maryland School of Pharmacy’s launch of the Maryland P3
(Patients, Pharmacists, Partnerships) Program for diabetes
management, which is now part of the health care plans of
seven companies in Maryland and Virginia.
The P3 Program provides specially trained, licensed
pharmacists to individually coach patients with diabetes
through the complexities of living with the disease. It leads
to cost savings and improved health for both the patients and
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their companies. The School of Pharmacy has trained 200
P3 pharmacists, and more than 30 are active in the program
to date.
At W. R. Grace & Co. in Columbia, Md., Richard Eason
says, “I really like it; it helps me achieve my goals. I feel better
now that I am enrolled in the program.”
The 49-year-old senior research specialist was diagnosed
with diabetes four years after completing a health risk
assessment. “I was told that I was a little overweight and my
glucose level was a little elevated,” he recalls. “We set goals,”
says Eason, “and to have someone keep track is great. It was
so much more convenient.”
His “coach” is Christine Lee, PharmD, assistant director
of clinical services for the P3 Program at the School of

Pharmacy. Lee says the P3 Program
also encourages enrollees to participate
in an exercise program and to receive
preventive services such as eye exams
and vaccinations.
With the help of the P3 Program,
Eason hopes to remain free of
complications that can arise from
diabetes. His mother, sister, and some
co-workers have experienced serious
complications from the disease.
“I didn’t want to end up at that
point. My sister was even admitted to
the hospital once. This plan really keeps
me focused on what I want to do,” says
Eason, who adds that his blood pressure
and cholesterol levels have dropped since
he joined the program.
In the U.S., nearly 26.3 million people, or 8 percent
of the population, have diabetes, according to the American
Diabetes Association (ADA). In persons with diabetes, the
body does not produce or properly use the hormone insulin,
which it needs to convert sugar, starches, and other food into
the energy needed for daily life.
The ADA estimates that 5.7 million people, or one in four
people with the disease, are unaware that they have diabetes.

Tackling an ‘Epidemic’
Helping patients manage chronic diseases has been an active
part of the School of Pharmacy since 1994, starting with a
program at selected Giant Food supermarkets. “We knew that
it was possible for pharmacists to help patients with chronic
diseases manage their conditions, and we were always looking
for a way to expand this across the state,” says Magaly Rodriguez de Bittner, PharmD, BCPS, CDE, chair of the Department of Pharmacy Practice and Science and director of the
P3 Program at the School of Pharmacy.
The opportunity arose in October 2006 when the
American Pharmacists Association (APhA) Foundation, with
support from GlaxoSmithKline, offered its Diabetes Ten City
Challenge. “This prompted us to look at a great need across
the state—there is an epidemic of diabetes,” says Rodriguez
de Bittner.

Driving Down Costs
The APhA Foundation selected Cumberland as one of the
10 cities in need of the diabetes program. To implement the
P3 Program, the School of Pharmacy partnered with the
APhA Foundation’s HealthMapRx, while Balch, an alumnus
of the School, was instrumental in gaining the support of an
employer, the Western Maryland Health System.
“He knew all the players,” says Rodriguez de Bittner.
“And there was a need for patients in rural areas such as Western Maryland to receive care for chronic diseases. In Cumberland, there were only two endocrinologists at the time, so
there was an opportunity for pharmacists to make an impact.”
As the first company to sign on, the Western Maryland
Health System now reports 130 patients in its P3 enrollment.
“Data from the first 125 participants showed improvements in every clinical indicator,” observes Lee. “Blood
glucose, A1C, blood pressure, and cholesterol [LDL] were
all reduced. The percent of patients receiving influenza and
pneumonia vaccines also increased significantly,” says Lee.
Patients participating in the P3 Program have demonstrated clinical, economic, and lifestyle improvements in
certain key indicators, according to Rodriguez de Bittner. P3
data from 2008, the latest available, revealed significantly fewer
patients with “uncontrolled” levels on a diabetes indicator test
called HbA1C than patients in a report by the National
Committee for Quality Assurance. More than 60 percent of
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P3 patients achieved their therapeutic goals for the test.
Forty-two percent of P3 Program patients reached goals
of blood pressure and hypertension of less than 130/80, compared with averages of 31 percent in Medicare and 29 percent
in Medicaid. While retinal eye exams are recommended
annually for diabetes patients, only 50 percent on Medicaid
got them, while 72 percent of the P3 patients got the exams.
The annual average health care cost per patient was reduced
by 7.2 percent in the Diabetes Ten City Challenge. After one
year of the program at the Cumberland P3 site, health care
costs for the 19 participating patients decreased by $62,336
or approximately $3,300 each.
“It put Cumberland on the map for diabetes care and
it has been great for self-insured companies—I think it has
been tremendous,” says Rodriguez de Bittner. “It has worked
well for the health system, the pharmacy profession, and the
School of Pharmacy. We are looking forward to garnering
additional resources and employer groups to expand the
program throughout the state.”
So far, the Maryland legislature has provided $250,000
for the School to train P3 pharmacists and manage the
program.
The P3 Program and the Ten City Challenge were modeled after a 1997 diabetes management program, the Asheville
Project. The city of Asheville, N.C., offered its employees,
dependents, and retirees a chance to manage diabetes care in
partnership with the North Carolina Center for Pharmaceutical
Care. The Asheville model showed a decrease in the health care
costs of the patients and the city.
With the price of health care insurance for employers rising
by approximately 12 to 13 percent per year in the past decade,
Lee notes that “the idea is to implement innovative solutions
to stabilize those costs. The number of self-insured employers
deciding to pursue preventive care self-management programs
is on the rise.
“All patients with diabetes can benefit from this program
because we know that combining the pharmacist as the health
care coach with the patient’s health care team reduces health
care costs and improves clinical outcomes,” says Lee.
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Reaching Out
The School is working with its partners to expand the program
to other chronic diseases such as depression, asthma, and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease.
W. R. Grace’s Director of Communications Andrea Greenan
says, “We were looking at the chronic condition impact in
our employee situation. We identified diabetes as a disease we
would like to tackle. It helps both the employee and the family
live with the disease.”
Greenan notes that the company believes that reducing
sick days will help its productivity and promote “a strong
culture of wellness.”
Grace now has 52 employees enrolled who are teamed with
11 P3 pharmacists. “Since the program’s launch in 2008, we
have seen increases in the number of people who are adhering
to the ADA guidelines for managing the disease [taking medications, aspirin, etc.] and testing their blood sugar regularly.
In addition, our prescription drug provider also reports an
increase in medication adherence,” says Greenan.
The most recent company to add P3 to its health care plans
is McCormick & Co. in Sparks, Md.
“We realized that a number of our employees with diabetes
were struggling to keep the disease under control,” says James
Downing Jr., senior manager of corporate benefits strategy.
“We started looking for a way to provide resources that would
improve the standard of care and contribute to the improved
health of our diabetes patients.
“Adding the P3 diabetes program allows us to offer our
employees a comprehensive program that will help educate
employees on how to manage diabetes and provide guidance
on how to avoid the complications of diabetes.”
In a 2009 Baltimore Sun opinion piece, Natalie D. Eddington,
PhD, dean of the School of Pharmacy, described the program
as “an endorsement for the new pharmacist who has expanded
responsibilities far beyond dispensing medications. The P3
pharmacists demonstrate that their skills and knowledge in
drug therapy and hands-on work in chronic disease management programs greatly improve the health of the population
and help lower health care expenses.”

s t u d e n t p ro f i l e

CL AIRE L E O C H A
school of pharmacy

Earning an ‘A’
for Advocacy

BY CHRIS ZANG

Ask Claire Leocha about her favorite things in life and she
knows just what to say. Mention Penn State University, which
she attended before coming to the University of Maryland
School of Pharmacy, and she replies, “The sky is blue and white
[Nittany Lions colors] for a reason.”
Or her love of relaxing by the water: “I will go to any
beach anywhere at anytime.” Or the Eastern Shore, where
she now works for the Shore Health System: “They only make
you pay one way on the Bay Bridge for a reason.”
Perhaps that is why her experiential learning rotation with
the Office of Government and Community Affairs within the
University’s Office of External Affairs (OEA) proved to be
such a good fit. Leocha, who graduated with her PharmD in
May 2009, spent five days a week for five weeks in Annapolis
observing General Assembly hearings and tracking bills and
reports dealing with the University of Maryland, Baltimore.
In addition to earning internship credits and boosting
the University by saying the right things to the right people,
Leocha’s legislative stint did one other thing: it ignited a
passion for advocacy that she sees as a lifetime commitment.
“It was one of the most amazing experiences of my life,”
says Leocha. “I’ve always been interested in policy and advocacy.
Through working with Dr. Cynthia Boyle [director of the
School’s Experiential Learning Office] and OEA’s Barbara Klein,
Deb Neels, and Sue Gladhill, they were able to help me blossom
and really show me what I could do and how I could impact
the profession. Now I couldn’t imagine not being involved.”
On a visit to the School of Pharmacy last summer, Leocha
saw one result of legislative advocacy—the $67 million

PHOTOGRAPH BY KEVIN WEBER

Pharmacy Hall Addition. “I talked with the senators and
delegates about the building several years ago. I can’t wait to
come back and see the opening,” says Leocha.
She’s been excited about a lot of things at the University
since her first visit. “In addition to its Top 10 ranking and its
in-state tuition,” the Maryland native says, “I just had a really
good feeling when I walked through the door on my tour. It
felt right.”
As she begins her new job as an anti-thrombosis specialist
at the Easton branch of Shore Health, Leocha is supremely
confident and credits the School of Pharmacy. “I just feel so
prepared to begin my job. I feel like every professor that I had,
every interaction that I had, was just so beneficial,” she says.
Professor Robert Beardsley, PhD, RPh, and his wife,
Katherine, PhD, fund the Beardsley Scholar Leader Scholarship,
which Leocha received in addition to a Bennett Bozman
Scholarship for leadership. She received the scholarships after
serving as president of the Academy of Student Pharmacists
with the American Pharmacists Association.
Leocha hopes to repay the School by volunteering as a
faculty preceptor and, of course, through her advocacy work.
“I really see myself getting involved with the Eastern Shore
Pharmacists Association and advocating for change and better
health care for the underserved on the Eastern Shore. As a
practicing pharmacist, I realize that it isn’t just about advocating
for the patient, but it’s also about advocating for the profession.
We’ve come a long way, but we have a long way to go.”
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Child Welfare Advocates
Making Progress
After Hitting the M.A.R.C.
BY ROSALIA SCALIA

“Hitting the M.A.R.C.: Establishing Foster Care Minimum Adequate
Rates for Children,” a landmark 2007 study undertaken by the University
of Maryland School of Social Work in partnership with Children’s
Rights and the National Foster Parent Association, has prompted some
states to increase what they pay foster parents to care for children,
addressing what advocates say is a serious nationwide problem.

Diane DePanfilis, PhD, MSW, professor, associate dean
for research, and director of the Ruth H. Young Center for
Families and Children at the University of Maryland School
of Social Work, conducted the study and says pay rates for
foster parents have frequently failed to cover children’s basic
needs. Low rates also inhibit the recruitment and retention
of other foster parents, advocates say.
Using the study, advocates in several states have successfully
lobbied for increases in support for foster families, bringing
about the largest foster care rate increase in history in North
Carolina and raising rates in Maryland, Missouri, Virginia,
and Wisconsin.
Also, Mississippi raised its payments to the standards
proposed in “Hitting the M.A.R.C.” as part of the settlement
of a class action lawsuit brought by Children’s Rights to reform
the state’s troubled child welfare system. And in California,
the “M.A.R.C.” report was cited in a lawsuit filed against the
state seeking better support for foster families. In October
2008, a court ruling declared California’s payments to be too
low and in violation of federal law. The state was ordered to

establish a system to determine the actual cost of providing
foster care.
As advocacy groups persevere in states across the nation,
much remains to be done, they say. Children’s Rights is working
with other national groups to push for reform at the federal level.
Julie Farber, MSW, Children’s Rights director of policy,
says foster children need adequate care while the child welfare
systems work to return the children safely to their parents or
find new permanent families.
“The bottom line is that children in foster care, who have
already suffered the trauma of abuse or neglect and of being
removed from their families’ homes, deserve to have their basic
needs met,” she says. “Better support for foster families means
more stable homes for children in need, and better results for
children in terms of their health, safety, and well-being both
now and in the long term.”
The Study’s Findings

According to “Hitting the M.A.R.C.,” states often underpay
foster care parents, sometimes seriously, prompting many to—
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“for the love of the child,” as one foster mother puts it—reach
into their own pockets to cover the cost of basic needs such as
food, clothing, and shelter, as well as recreational and cultural
opportunities.
The study also reports that because of broad federal guidelines for foster care, there is no federal minimum pay rate, and
there are no federal requirements regarding the methodology for
calculating rates. With payments determined on a state-by-state
basis, they range widely, from $226 per month in Nebraska
to $869 in Washington, D.C., for a 2-year-old foster child.
According to the report, two jurisdictions, Arizona and
Washington, D.C., hit the appropriate mark for payments to
foster parents, but others must increase the payments—by more
than 100 percent in some cases—to meet the basic costs of
raising a child in foster care. The report also determined that the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, in calculating costs for childrelated expenditures, typically did not include expenses particular
to children in foster care, such as insurance for foster parents,
travel for family visits and court appearances or costs related
to caring for children whose behavior reflects the trauma they
have experienced.
“What people don’t realize is how hard foster children are
on everything—their clothing, furniture, walls, doors,” says
Twila Costigan, a former foster parent who is now program
manager of the Intermountain Adoption & Family Support
Program in Helena, Mont.
Cindy Backstein of Springfield, Ill., who has taken in about
20 foster children during 13 years, agrees: “Just being in foster
care means children have suffered neglect or abuse. They break
things because they are too hard on them. Aside from the barely
covered basic needs, there are numerous unexpected costs such
as repairing holes banged into doors and walls, replacing lost
school supplies, books, and destroyed games and toys. One of
my children accidentally broke my cat’s tail, leaving unreimbursed vet bills. It wasn’t a purposeful thing. He wanted to hug
the cat and came at it too roughly.”
Backstein—who, like many foster parents, ended up
adopting her foster care children—notes that the greatest need
among children in foster care may be mental health services.
“Children who have been seriously neglected may have
emotional and other issues that can cause major disruptions
to families,” she says, adding that it can be difficult for a foster
parent to keep a job while taking time off for counseling sessions
on top of meeting a child’s other needs.
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With the “M.A.R.C.” study findings, “for the first time,
foster parents had a tool they could employ to lobby for a raise
of foster care rates,” says DePanfilis. Farber agrees: “As a result
of the study, for the first time ever, child advocates and foster
parents had hard data—cold hard facts about the actual costs
of caring for foster children’s basic needs.” The study’s goals
included developing an economic model that establishes
minimum adequate payment rates that are adaptable according
to a state’s cost of living.
Unsung Heroes

Foster parents may be among the nation’s unsung heroes,
supporters say, particularly in these days of economic uncertainty
and financial woes. “They are not paid for what they do,” says
Carl Jones, executive director of the National Foster Parent
Association. Jones adds that in order for foster parents to give
time, talent, and money to care for foster children, they often
reduce attention to their own children.
“These parents ensure that children who are uprooted
from their homes have the love and support of a family
while their lives are in turmoil,” Jones says. “While foster
parenting is temporary in nature, the parents who participate in this ‘temporary’ family truly love what they do.”
Lisa Horner and her husband, Todd, have been foster
parents in Montana for five years. Montana’s payment rate for
foster parents was equivalent to about 67.5 cents per hour in
February 2009.
Lisa Horner wrote a letter to Montana legislators supporting
a bill that would raise payments for foster care. “We’ve been
cursed at, spit on, urinated on, and yes, let’s not leave out
creative uses of feces,” she wrote.
“We work 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, providing
children with a kid-oriented lifestyle, and this includes expenses
for swim, dance, and/or other childhood activities that interest
them and encourage them to find talents that prepare them for
responsible adulthood. We love kids and want to help them and
I believe we should be compensated for actual costs of providing
care for them.”
While the “Hitting the M.A.R.C.” study galvanized foster
parents and advocates across the country, they met with success
in some states and defeat in others. Sometimes, Costigan says,
“legislators may even have agreed with a rate hike, but budget
woes proved insurmountable and, due to the economic downturn, the requests for rate hikes were unsuccessful.”

It often remains that foster parents who can afford to subsidize the cost of care do. For those who can’t, the children do
without. And DePanfilis describes a larger, more intangible
impact of low payments for foster parents.
“Inadequate rates cause a decline in the number of foster
care parents and an increasing shortage of foster homes,” she
says. A smaller pool of foster parents, DePanfilis says, may
result in “children being placed far from their families and neighborhoods and fewer children achieving permanent placements
in a timely fashion.”
She adds that a shrinking number of foster homes translates
into a growing number of multiple placements of children—
meaning that children are moving from one family to another
more often. “The experience of multiple placements has been
shown to negatively impact the children and decrease the child’s
chances for adoption,” DePanfilis says, noting that 60 percent
of children adopted from foster care are adopted by their foster
parents.
She also says there is an increase in placement in institutional facilities, where the cost of care is significantly higher
than in family foster homes. According to the most current
data available, of the more than 510,000 children in foster
care in 2006, 70 percent were placed in foster homes and the
rest were in settings such as group homes or institutions.
“Inadequate support to meet the basic needs of children
in out-of-home care exacts an enormous toll on children and
youths,” DePanfilis says.
“Foster children are not second-class citizens, and they need
the best that we can give them,” says Kim Coleman, a foster
mother in Helena.
“Not trips to Disney, but enough to buy them fresh food
without worrying about how to make the payments and still
be there for their needs. Children need more than new clothes
and toys or CDs and DVDs. They need a parent who can be
there to provide them with stability and structure—what they’ve
been missing.”
Despite the successes some advocacy groups have
achieved since the release of the “M.A.R.C.” report, given the
nation’s current economic woes, they say, it may take time for
more widespread gains.
“Foster parents don’t become involved in this mission for
money, but one day, we hope, America will see the valued service
they perform and reimburse them, at least, the amount of
money they expend on the children in their care,” Jones says.
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RENA BINA
school of social work

Helping Troubled
Moms in Israel
Mother of five, Rena Bina, MSW, first heard about postpartum
depression (PPD) when talking with friends after she gave
birth to her first child. Thirteen years later, the School of
Social Work doctoral candidate is researching PPD as she
looks for factors that influence women to seek help for
the condition.
As the director of the Mental Health Services Division
at Ezer Mizion in Bnei Brak, Israel, Bina works closely with
the Jewish ultra-Orthodox population in the area of mental
health. With no routine screening program in place, Bina
observed that ultra-Orthodox women are much less likely
to ask for help than other women if they are suffering from
PPD, a major-depressive episode that appears four to six
weeks postpartum.
This suffering is what motivated the longtime Israeli
resident to undertake research on PPD. “I always tell women
if they have PPD—go get help. If you get help, there’s a better
chance that PPD will go away,” says Bina.
Born in New York, Bina moved to Israel when she was
2 years old. Now, she calls Givat Shmuel, in the Tel Aviv area,
home. In nearby Jerusalem, she gathers data from a population
of Jewish women (secular, Orthodox, and ultra-Orthodox)
about what help women will seek out and from whom.
She was surprised to find that the ultra-Orthodox women
were happy to participate, which many did after the approval of
their rabbi. “It was unbelievable,” says Bina. “They were really
cooperative and happy that someone was researching PPD.”
She completed her master’s in social work through a threeyear summer program at Yeshiva University in New York.
When her husband, Moshe, decided to pursue a master’s
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degree in a tax law program at Georgetown University in 2003,
Bina enrolled at the University of Maryland School of Social
Work to obtain her PhD.
“I chose Maryland because it is one of the top schools of
social work in the U.S., and because it offered such a variety
of possibilities for research,” says Bina. “The professors are
great, and the program taught me a lot about how to conduct
research. And my dissertation chair—Professor Donna
Harrington—is amazing.”
Bina finished her coursework in three years and had her
fourth child before the family moved back to Israel in 2006. She
defended her research proposal in 2007 and gathered research
data in 2008. She interviewed 1,100 women after they gave birth
and followed up with 850 women, of whom 90 screened
positive for PPD and were referred to professionals for help.
To aid with her research, Bina received a $5,000 grant
from the Fahs-Beck Fund for Research and Experimentation
through the New York Community Trust. “I felt that my
research had to have an impact—and to really help these
women. It needed to be something people would gain from.”
Donna Harrington, PhD, director of the doctoral program
at the School, agrees: “Rena made the decision to do something
that she thought was important—and something she’s really
invested in,” says Harrington.
“She knew that this project would take more time and
effort, but she chose to do it anyway because she believed it
was important enough. Social workers, especially those
specializing in maternal and child health, will benefit greatly
from Rena’s research.”
—Clare Banks contributed to this article.
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LEAD NG
BY JEFFREY RAYMOND

the Way in Ethics and Service at Law School
It was 1967 and, although Michael Millemann had finished
an entire year of law school, he hadn’t embraced the notion of
someday actually being a lawyer. He didn’t have a clear sense
of what it meant.
And then he spent the summer in Louisiana, working in the
civil rights movement. He saw people living in dehumanizing
conditions and realized how the legal system could be used to
improve lives. “That’s when it clicked,” he says, “and I understood why I should be a lawyer.”
More than four decades later, Millemann, JD, is among
the professors at the University of Maryland School of Law
helping the latest generation of students understand and
appreciate the potential of a legal career. With the help of a
$1.6 million grant from the Fetzer Institute in 2008, the School
launched its LEAD (Leadership, Ethics, and Democracy)
Initiative, which allows faculty to strengthen and expand the
ways that students prepare for a career in law.
The LEAD Initiative is driven by a leadership team that
includes Millemann and Professor Paula Monopoli, JD, along
with associate deans Diane Hoffmann, JD, MS, and Teresa
LaMaster, JD, and Assistant Dean Dawna Cobb, JD. Dozens of
other faculty, staff, and even practicing attorneys also contribute
to the program’s development. The professors analyze and adjust
their courses to keep them aligned with the initiative’s goals and
have begun sharing some of the lessons learned with colleagues
across the country.
Thanks to the LEAD Initiative, Maryland law students
are spending summers in Mississippi, helping people who made
it through Hurricane Katrina only to fall victim to unscrupulous
contractors. As they work to help troubled neighborhoods help

themselves, the students are tackling other community problems.
Soon they will be working in international law clinics in Mexico,
China, and possibly Africa, helping people with few options get
access to justice.
Students are also interviewing practicing attorneys to learn
how they build careers without shredding their ethical standards.
Other students not only studied the case of a man imprisoned
for 35 years for a crime he did not commit, but they also met
the now-free man, and the governor who decided to grant him
clemency. They then wrote and performed a play about the case.
Those experiences, says Millemann, the Jacob A. France
Professor of Public Interest Law, help students see that “you can
be useful as an attorney, and see how fulfilling it is to do that.”
Professor Brenda Bratton Blom, JD, PhD, MPS, for
instance, helped put together the course “Professional Responsibility and Practice: the Rules and Reality.” The course was
meant to get students to learn the legal profession’s adopted
“Rules of Professional Responsibility” but also to study how
lawyers can be effective leaders and communicators in a
democratic society.
Students gained an appreciation of the limitations of the
“Rules” along with a realization that many of their decisions
will be made in the difficult gray area between all right and all
wrong, says Blom. In that gray area, it is their personal ethical
framework that will be their guide, she adds.
But by making these aspiring lawyers aware of the ethical
challenges that may face them, as well as their potential to “do
good” in society, organizers of the LEAD Initiative are confident
they are helping Maryland’s law students find their way.
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IMPROVING
THE LIVES
OF MILLIONS:

The Anti-Poverty Work of David Super

BY LORI ROMER
16
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DAVID SUPER, JD, PROFESSOR AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF MARYLAND SCHOOL OF LAW, IS NOT ONE TO
SEEK ATTENTION. HE WOULD RATHER WORK IN
THE BACKGROUND, LETTING THREE DECADES OF
RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY ON ANTI-POVERTY LAW
TAKE THE SPOTLIGHT AS HE WORKS TO IMPROVE THE
QUALITY OF LIFE FOR MILLIONS OF AMERICANS.

“What often happens is people in the community understand the problem and have a good idea about what needs to
be done,” Super says. “But when they explain it to people in
Washington, the policymakers are so focused on the minutiae
of governance that they see only the technical problems.
“I try to translate between these groups, to tweak proposals
to meet reasonable objections while preserving their core. Not
every problem has a solution, but a lot of them do, and I try to
break through these impasses and reach a practical consensus.”
Super, who grew up in Michigan and came to academia
after a career in legal services, started his life’s work as a teenager,
organizing boycotts and protests with the United Farm Workers (UFW), a group founded by Cesar Chavez in the 1960s.
“I’m tall and so I was able to pass for someone older. I
thought the UFW would be where I would work for the rest of
my life,” he says. But by 1977, the UFW had changed direction,
and, “for the lack of anything better to do,” Super decided to
go to college.
He continued his anti-poverty work while at Princeton
University, focusing on policy issues affecting low-income
tenants. Super realized he would be a more effective advocate
as a lawyer and went on to Harvard Law School.
Super’s first legal job landed him at Community Legal
Services (CLS) of Philadelphia, where he worked on food
assistance and advocacy for the severely mentally ill.
“There wasn’t anyone working on these issues at CLS,”
says Super, “and not many elsewhere. They were areas that
everyone assumed had nothing going on, but when no one is

watching the implementation of laws affecting poor people,
things usually don’t go very well.”
In one case Super remembers well, he proved that Pennsylvania was denying outpatient services to the most severely
mentally ill patients by cutting transportation funding. He
won an order requiring the state to restore transportation. “If
we hadn’t won, many would either have gone back into nightmarish state mental hospitals or been medicated into a stupor
in boarding homes,” he says.
Super also spearheaded litigation that forced Pennsylvania
to better implement a provision in the federal Food Stamp
Program called expedited service, which gave food stamps to
the neediest people in five days.
“When I moved to Washington, one of the first things I
did was to persuade some members of Congress to improve the
expedited services statute so that it would cover a larger group
of destitute people,” Super says.
In fact, Super says he was motivated to dive into legislative
issues after “concluding that a lot of my clients’ problems
originated in Washington—a law or regulation that was probably
written with the best of intent but was completely insensitive
to the realities that my clients faced.”
Super’s planned 18-month leave of absence turned into a
lengthy career at several Washington legal services support centers
on the issues he saw during his time in Philadelphia, working
on reforms for food stamps, Medicaid, low-income immigrants,
Native Americans, disability issues, and the federal budget.
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His influence also can be found in the modern-day
provisions of the Food Stamp Program, which Congress almost
eliminated in 1996. Super worked with several government
agencies to reinterpret rules that unfairly burdened the working
poor and to give states incentives to help these families.
After several years of rapidly declining food stamp participation rates, particularly among the working poor, these changes
brought about a sharp reversal, says Super. He points to the
program as having an enormous impact during the recent
economic downturn.
“Millions of people in a terrible economy are getting help
with food,” Super says. “We were able to fix the program and
get it back on its feet. When you’ve done something like that,
you want to keep doing it.”
Super’s behind-the-scenes work draws high praise from
legislators and policymakers.
“David is probably the foremost expert in the country on
the law of federal food assistance programs,” says Iowa Sen.
Tom Harkin, chair of the Senate Committee on Agriculture,
Nutrition, and Forestry. “Over the years, I have relied upon
his vast legal and economic expertise on this subject. More
importantly, as a direct result of his work, Congress has enacted
numerous laws that have strengthened federal food assistance
and therefore increased economic security for millions of
American families, children, and seniors.”
Super served for 11 years as general counsel at the Center
on Budget and Policy Priorities, a national policy organization
focused on issues affecting low-income people. Two of his
former colleagues there echo Super’s natural tendency toward
collaboration and mentorship.
“I learned much from David about the federal process
and legislative drafting, and he was a great partner in thinking
through strategic policy options,” says Cindy Mann, director
of the Center for Medicaid and State Operations at the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. “He is a remarkably
talented lawyer whose dedication to public service has been
evidenced by his advocacy, his scholarly writing, his teaching,
and his willingness to always generously share his wealth
of knowledge.”
Martha Coven, special assistant to the president at the
White House Domestic Policy Council, says, “I’ll never forget
the day he stopped by my office to tell me that he knew of a
potential opportunity to teach administrative law at an area
school, and asked if I, a fairly newly minted graduate, might
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be interested. I just about fell off my chair at the notion, but
David looks at people and sees potential they don’t always
perceive in themselves, which is a great quality in a colleague
and an even better quality in a teacher,” Coven says.
Super says he was drawn to teaching by the need to do
more reflection about the state of poverty in America. In 2004,
he had many offers from schools around the country but says
that “Maryland was the school that spoke” to him.
“He really believes in the integration of theory and practice,”
says Karen Rothenberg, JD, MPA, Marjorie Cook Professor
of Law at the School, who hired Super when she was dean. “He
knew about the outstanding reputation of our clinic practice
and our commitment to welfare reform and poverty work.
David has the brilliant mind to apply the theory to create the
analytical arguments for policy reform.”

“It is invaluable to have someone at the School with David’s
breadth of knowledge about public programs for low-income
individuals,” says Ellen Weber, JD, professor and director of
the Drug Policy Clinic. Student lawyers there work to expand
access to drug treatment and address discrimination against
individuals with addiction histories.
Federal regulatory standards regarding food stamps are
complicated, says Weber, “and, as an expert on the federal Food
Stamp Program, David assisted in interpreting and applying
those standards to help our clients.”
Super also contributed his knowledge about Medicaid issues
and how they relate to reimbursement for addiction treatment
to students in Weber’s clinic.
As a teacher, Super strives to instill careful thinking in
his students.

“I want students to understand the problems with both
sides because that is how you convince a judge—not by
pounding the table and reiterating your own view over and over,
but by understanding the other side while staying true to your
client,” he says.
Super, who travels extensively to train legal services
lawyers and human services providers around the country,
continues to work part time with the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities.
“I am working on an issue right now involving getting
food stamps to more disabled veterans returning from Iraq
and Afghanistan,” says Super. “Because of some well-intentioned
but kind of ignorant provisions in the Food Stamp Act, they
either do not qualify or do not qualify for very much. What I
bring to the table is that I know the mechanics of the program
enough to design something that everyone can live with. It won’t
be egregiously costly, but it will take the money the program does
spend and target it on the disabled veterans who need it the most.”
Also on Super’s radar screen: proposed climate change legislation that includes carbon taxes he says would disproportionally
affect low-income people. He is working on “ways to preserve
incentives to conserve energy, but avoid making poor people
a lot poorer.”
Super says working to offset those carbon tax impacts on
low-income people “is going to be one of the most important
things that we do about the future of poverty in this country
in a generation” along with health care reform.
Coven, who calls Super “one of the most careful and
thoughtful reviewers I have ever met,” is not surprised at the
depths of his continuing commitment to anti-poverty work.
“David lives and breathes his work. He cares deeply about
making the world a better place for people who struggle and has
spent his career helping to shape laws and public policies to
reduce suffering and create opportunity,” she says.
Super says he realized his life’s passion very early during his
career at the UFW, when he learned the teachings of Chavez,
who said, “When we are really honest with ourselves, we must
admit our lives are all that really belong to us. So it is how we
use our lives that determines what kind of men we are.”
“His life and his teachings have always been inspirational
to me. That is what I am at my core,” says Super.
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K E I T H S H E B A IRO
s c h o o l o f l aw

Mixing Medical
and Legal for
Better Health Care
To call Keith Shebairo an overachiever would be an understatement. After his second year of law school ended last spring,
he headed to New York to prepare for his medical board exams
in child psychiatry. An MD, Shebairo is already board certified
in adult psychiatry. And, instead of taking a summer break
after his exams, he went to work for the Maryland State’s
Attorney’s Office in the Felony Family Violence Division.
With a JD and an MD, Shebairo plans to work in the area
of health law, policy, and bioethics after graduation this May.
Toward that end, he secured a fellowship in Sen. Barbara
Mikulski’s office in the summer of 2008 with the Health,
Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee and worked on a
variety of health-related bills. In the spring of 2009, Shebairo
worked in the Maryland legislature as part of the law school’s
Tobacco Control Clinic.
Using his medical training as an expert trial witness is a
particular interest of Shebairo’s. “I never wanted to be a doctor
who sees patients all the time,” he says. “You can make
a difference on a broader level when you change policy.”
Kathleen Dachille, JD, director of the Legal Resource Center
for Tobacco Regulation, Litigation, and Advocacy at the School
of Law, says,“Keith has thought about the role a psychiatrist can
play in litigation and how his training can enhance our ability
to handle problems in the court system.”
“The more we branch out,” Shebairo says, “the more we
can do to help the health profession. If you don’t change the
laws—if you don’t change the policy—then you’re just sort of
stuck. I felt like I wanted to try to do things a little differently.”
Pairing a law degree with his medical degree will broaden
his understanding of health care cases. “Physicians don’t generally
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learn about business or law in medical school. They don’t learn
‘the why’ behind many of the legal and administrative policies
we are expected to follow,” says Shebairo.
Originally from Long Island, Shebairo chose the University
of Maryland for its nationally ranked health care law program.
“Coming to this law school has been one of the best experiences
of my life,” he says. “I just feel really comfortable here.”
Shebairo has served as class representative to the law school’s
student bar association and law school senator on the University
Student Government Association. He’s also an enthusiastic
participant in the law school’s National Trial Team.
As a Leadership Scholar, Shebairo receives significant
financial support from the Walter Clark Scholarship Fund.
The Leadership Scholar Program was established at the School
of Law in 2004 and has since provided private support for
scholarships to more than 150 students with records of significant
accomplishment. Shebairo is one of 80 current and former
Leadership Scholars who have already helped continue the
tradition by combining to contribute or pledge more than
$75,000 to an endowment that will fund future Leadership
Scholarships.
Jerome Deise, JD, professor and director of the law school’s
Trial Advocacy Program, knows Shebairo through his participation on the National Trial Team. “As a psychiatrist, Keith
understands people as most lawyers cannot,” says Deise. “He
understands the psychology of how one learns, of how one
persuades and can be persuaded. His greatest strength is his
wonderful ability to listen.”
—Susie Flaherty contributed to this article.
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MORE THAN GOING THROUGH THE MOTIONS:

‘Tailwind’

Promotes Stroke Recovery

Due to a stroke a decade ago, Norris Turner, 68, had limited
use of his right arm. Now, thanks to researchers at the University
of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB), Turner can not only straighten
his weakened arm, he can use it to hold a golf club with two
hands and hit a drive 100 yards.
It’s all thanks to a training device called “Tailwind” that
can improve arm use and actually rewire brain tissue damaged
by a stroke, studies indicate.
When a stroke survivor is able to walk, that patient’s
recovery program might be declared complete by the physical
therapist. But what about arm recovery? Previously, there have
been few in-home physical therapy devices available for patients
to continue rehabilitating any motion lost in the arms and
upper body.
Now, Baltimore-based Encore Path, Inc., through a license
with UMB, has marketed the innovative Tailwind device.
Either at home or at the therapist’s office, a stroke survivor
grasps a pair of handles on two inclined sliding tracks attached
to a base. The patient moves the handles alternately up and
down repeatedly with a minimum of resistance.
After six weeks of using the $2,500 device three times a
week, stroke survivors in University studies improved their
ability to use and control their arm muscles. Accompanying
therapy, called bilateral arm training with rhythmic auditory
cueing (BATRAC), appears to work by rewiring the brain’s
motor control circuitry.
Kris Appel, founder and president of Encore Path, learned
of the UMB technology in 2006 when she was a business student
at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. Appel
engaged Sagentia Inc., an international technology and product
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development company with headquarters in Fulton, Md., to help
redesign the UMB invention into the current Tailwind model.
The therapy and device were co-invented by the University
of Maryland School of BY
Medicine’s
Jill Whitall, PhD, a professor
STEVE BERBERICH
in the Department of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation
Science (PTRS), and Sandra McCombe-Waller, PhD, PT, NCS,
an assistant professor in PTRS.
Whitall and McCombe-Waller developed the idea for the
arm therapy based on motor control and motor learning
principles, as well as McCombe-Waller’s clinical experience
with patients. They had previously studied gait therapy but
thought there was a greater need for a new kind of therapy
of the affected arm, particularly for those severely affected
by the stroke.
Other features of the device include a counter for tracking
user activity and audible and visual cueing devices for facilitating
sustained learning.
Whitall and McCombe-Waller say that successful recovery
from a stroke absolutely requires physical therapy and that the
ability to regain impaired movement can decline with time to
more permanent immobility.
A decade after his stroke, Turner, a patient of McCombeWaller, is reveling in his newfound freedom. In addition to golf,
the Columbia, Md., resident can now play catch with his
grandchildren, and he uses his right arm in a stabilizing manner
to cut his food.
Before the Tailwind therapy, Turner could not lift both arms
above his head. He’s regained that motion, and more. “I’m glad
I can shake hands with my right hand again,” he says.
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Students Combine
Passion for
Public Health
With Oral Health Care
BY ROBYN FIESER

As a teenager, Suzanne Grey spent countless Saturdays working
alongside her father at his dental clinic in an impoverished
Kingston, Jamaica, neighborhood. But she told herself she
would never follow him into dentistry.
“I did not want to be typecast as becoming a dentist simply
because of my lineage,” says Grey, 24, whose grandfather was
also a dentist.
She did everything she could to avoid following her father’s
path. She moved to Maryland after high school. She enrolled
in the civil engineering program at Morgan State University—
a field that’s about as far from dentistry as you can get.
She thought she had “escaped” the profession. But after a
year as an engineer and facing the prospect of spending the
rest of her life behind a desk, “the pull of being a dentist was
too strong. … After battling with the idea of it, I eventually
realized that it is where my passion is.”
It was more than dentistry that made her want to follow her
father. It was also his dedication to serving the poor. He spent
off-hours filling cavities in public clinics and late nights at
meetings advocating for improved oral health care in Jamaica.
Grey saw firsthand the impact her father had on people and
policy, and she now wants to continue that family tradition.
“I need to belong to a profession where I can work with
the community directly,” she says.
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Grey finally gave in to the old cliché that you inevitably
wind up like your parents. Last year, she found the perfect
solution to her career puzzle: She became the first student in a
University of Maryland Dental School program that combines
dentistry with training in public health.
Known as the Dual Degree Scholars Program for Clinical
Oral Health Research Training (DDS-COHRT), the program
is a collaborative effort with the School of Medicine. It is
designed to train students in dentistry and public health or
clinical research, equipping the next generation of practitioners
with the skills to tackle significant problems in oral health.
The goal is to give students the “bigger picture,” says Sharon
Gordon, DDS, PhD, MPH, an associate professor at the Dental
School. With her extensive background in dental public health,
Gordon spearheaded the program’s launch in 2009.
“You can drill and fill and pull teeth all day long, and you’ll
never solve the problem. If you want to solve oral health
problems, you need to do more,” she says.
Gordon notes that there’s a growing need for dentists
dedicated to public health and clinical research. An aging
population is living longer due to advances in science and
medicine, creating new challenges in maintaining oral health
in the 21st century. And emerging and chronic diseases pose
new and unforeseen oral health conditions.

For example, as people move into old age with once-lethal
diseases including various cancers and AIDS, they develop
dental problems not seen in decades past. Tomorrow’s clinicians
need to be prepared to not only recognize, but also to anticipate
and investigate solutions to developing oral health conditions.
“You need to apply knowledge to a population, not just
individual patients,” says Gordon. “It’s the difference between
filling cavities and fluoridating the water.”
To launch the program, Gordon secured a five-year,
$709,247 grant from the National Institute of Dental and
Craniofacial Research. The Dental School was one of two schools
in the country to receive the funding, which pays tuition and
a stipend to students while they are enrolled in the master’s
degree portion of the program.
The five-year program allows students to simultaneously
earn a master’s degree in either public health or clinical research
with their Doctor of Dental Surgery (DDS) degree. If obtained
separately, the two degrees could take six to seven years
to complete.
Only a year into her program, Grey is already putting her
skills to use serving Baltimore’s Latino immigrant community.
As part of her first in a series of community health projects,
Grey is working to expand oral health education and services
at the Esperanza Center. The Catholic Charities-run facility
provides medical, legal, and language services to the area’s
immigrant population.
The program is a prime example of the type of real-world
scenario in which the skills of dentistry can be applied with a
public health perspective. Currently, Esperanza’s dental services
are limited to fluoride treatments for children.
“They need more than that,” says Grey. “They also need
preventive services such as cleanings, sealants, and atraumatic

restorations. It’s hard to show the children that they need it,
but that’s part of my job.”
Grey is conducting an assessment of the community’s oral
health needs. It will be used to educate the population and
policymakers about the importance of oral health, and to recruit
dentists to provide routine services.
Community health projects, such as Grey’s work at Esperanza,
are central to the combined DDS-master’s program. A series
of such projects, carried out under academic supervision, teach
students how to implement projects that address specific health
problems. In addition to a standard curriculum in dentistry
and in public health or clinical research, students work in
clinical settings during their senior year, either in community
health clinics or in advanced practice.
“The degree brings with it a certain degree of credibility,”
says Grey, who, as part of her assessment for Esperanza, created
a survey and analyzed data for the first time. “It’s teaching
me the tools I need to conduct assessments, develop projects,
monitor progress, and write grants. With a dual degree in
dentistry and public health, I’m more qualified to do all that.”
For Grey, the project at Esperanza also has brought her
closer to her father’s work. In building the center’s dentistry
program, she has turned to her father for guidance. “I didn’t
even know how to start, and my father gave me direction. He
told me to start with my assessment,” she says.
In turn, he has relied on his daughter’s experience at the
Dental School as he assists Jamaica’s Ministry of Health and
Environment in opening the island nation’s first dental school.
“He calls me at least once a week to ask me about how I
think the curriculum should be set up,” she says. “I think he
is very proud of me.”
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DORIE FRANK
d e n ta l s c h o o l

Bitten by the
Dental Bug

BY CHRIS ZANG

Students usually leave recruiting up to their school. But Dorie
Frank is not your average student. The fourth-year Dental
School student recruits other students to try research, pairs them
with mentors, and presents research herself as president of the
School’s Student Research Club.
Frank also embraces community service work as an Albert
Schweitzer Fellow. She says choosing one over the other “would
be like picking your favorite child. I love both.”
A state-of-the-art building for research and “a patient population with a definite need in Baltimore” are two of the things
that attracted the Rockville, Md., resident to the University.
“The University of Maryland Dental School is preparing
me very well to become a good clinical dentist,” says Frank,
sitting among manikin heads in the clinical simulation lab.
“But there are also a lot of opportunities here to become a good
thinker and a good ‘interactor’ with patients and researchers.
Yes, it’s definitely lived up to its reputation.”
Active in the American Association of Women Dentists
(AAWD) student group, Frank lives up to another name with
her community work. By using her annual fellowship, dedicated
to fostering Schweitzer’s legacy of service to the underserved,
Frank obtained oral health care for underserved women.
After screening and education, 12 patients are now being
treated, thanks to a grant from AAWD’s philanthropic
foundation, Smiles for Success, at the Dental School’s clinic.
The $1,500 grant for each woman, which in private
practice would only suffice for limited lab or restorative work,
“essentially pays for all services” at the Dental School.
“We’re the first school in the country to be allowed to do
this program in this way,” Frank says. “In an academic environ-
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ment, we have the time, unlike in a private setting. We also
worked hard to get this money in place, so we’re deeply invested
in the success of the dental treatment and these women.”
The three students involved shared a $2,000 stipend from
the Schweitzer fellowship. Dental supply companies donated
materials for the screenings.
Frank also received a $4,000 stipend from the National
Institutes of Health/National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research for a summer research program with Jin Ro,
PhD, MS, associate professor at the Dental School. Ro’s lab
is interested in understanding the mechanisms involved in
the development of persistent pain arising from craniofacial
muscles. Frank’s project was to study the contribution of
peripherally localized glutamate receptors in initiating muscle
pain conditions.
Ro knows that Frank is not your average student. “What
sets Dorie apart is her enthusiasm to understand the underlying
basis of clinical conditions she will be dealing with as a dentist,”
Ro says. “Dorie is a bright student who is remarkably focused
in pursuing her goals.”
Frank, 27, is surprised to be a dental student at all. Her
father is an orthodontist, but she says she didn’t really consider
the field until working for him while earning her bachelor’s
degree.
Now she can see herself becoming an orthodontist, too—
but not just any orthodontist. “I do know of at least one
orthodontist who does a lot of research and also has a private
practice,” says Frank with a faraway look in her eye.
She’s definitely not your average student.
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Using Community Health Partners to Tackle HIV/AIDS:

An African Success Story
Comes to Baltimore
BY RONALD HUBE

Before 2002, less than 50,000 people in all of Africa—a
continent ravaged by HIV/AIDS—were being treated for the
virus and the deadly disease it causes, according to Robert
Redfield, MD, co-founder of the University of Maryland
School of Medicine’s Institute of Human Virology (IHV). In
2003, the national legislation known as the U.S. President’s
Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) began directing
billions of dollars from the federal government toward
global treatment and prevention.
The legislation was extended in 2008, providing more
than $60 billion in federal funding. With plenty of hard
work from researchers at the University of Maryland,
Baltimore (UMB) and many other institutions, more than
3 million Africans are now being treated for HIV/AIDS,
says Redfield, who is also the director of clinical care and
research at IHV.
The success that Americans have had in helping African
nations battle the disease is a surprise to many Westerners
who thought it was impossible to address HIV effectively
in Africa. But perhaps more surprising is what Americans
have learned there and are applying to the fight against
AIDS back home—also with great success.
“To have a healthy community, you need community
engagement,” Redfield says. “In Africa, they understand
that there is more to effective health care than nurses
and doctors.”
Redfield says an African might need to walk for half a
day to reach the closest health care center, but there could
be a hundred places of worship within a square mile of his
or her home. These mosques, churches, and temples serve as
“centers of health information” and “treatment guardians,”
Redfield says. HIV/AIDS relief workers have tapped into
this supplemental health care resource, and the result is a
remarkable turnaround in treatment compliance.
According to AIDSRelief, a federally funded consortium

that includes UMB, out of 3,300 rural Rwandan HIV/
AIDS patients on antiretroviral therapy in August 2008,
184 had gone 20 days or more without taking their daily
medication or seeing a physician, placing them at high risk
of developing drug resistance and failing treatment. Less
than a year later, with the help of places of worship, the
number of patients who had gone 20 days or more without
taking medication or seeing a physician was down to three.
Lessons learned through such community outreach
success stories in Africa are being applied in Baltimore.
In spring 2003, IHV launched the JACQUES Initiative, a
program that targets HIV/AIDS patients and their family
members, friends, and neighbors for treatment support.
Named after patient advocate Joseph Jacques, the program
had an immediate impact. Out of 254 medical appointments
during the first three months, patients missed only four.
The high show rate was remarkable in a city with a
history of poor HIV/AIDS treatment compliance—half
of Baltimore’s HIV/AIDS patients in the early and mid2000s did not follow treatment properly, Redfield says.
Today patients at the JACQUES Initiative’s clinic have
a treatment compliance rate of more than 90 percent.
Community outreach is vital in order to treat people
with HIV/AIDS, says Derek Spencer, MS, CRNP, executive director of the JACQUES Initiative and program
director at IHV. “We must go and reach them,” he says.
In July 2009, the JACQUES Initiative, in partnership
with Baltimore’s faith-based community, launched an HIV
testing program at churches, mosques, and synagogues.
Spencer says that within a few months, more than 1,100
people were tested, and those with HIV were directed
to care.
“The importance of community health shouldn’t be
minimized,” says Redfield. “I think that’s something the
African people can teach us.”
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Nursing School

Makes Advances

in Palliative Care Research

An accident victim flown to the R Adams Cowley Shock Trauma Center with
potentially life-threatening injuries. A patient with cancer managing the symptoms,
treatment, and pain associated with both. A family with a relative on life support
contemplating end-of-life decisions. All three of these scenarios have something
in common—the need for quality palliative care, which is focused on the relief
of pain, stress, and other debilitating symptoms caused by serious illness.

BY CHRISTIANNA MCCAUSLAND
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Since its formal creation as a medical specialty in the last
decade, palliative care has become a nationally recognized
priority. With the creation of the Developing Center of Excellence in Palliative Care Research at the School of Nursing (SON),
the University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) is taking
a leadership role in this burgeoning area of expertise.
Palliative care is both a philosophy and a structured care
delivery system that aims to prevent suffering and preserve
quality of life regardless of the stage of disease or need for other
medical treatments. Unlike hospice care, which focuses on a
finite, end-of-life framework, palliative care begins at the start
of a life-threatening situation and develops the precepts of hospice
into a long-range, holistic, and interdisciplinary approach to care.
Palliative care goes beyond physical illness to touch upon the
social, emotional, and spiritual aspects of a life-threatening
disease or injury.
For example, though that accident victim may survive his
life-threatening injuries, he will require palliative care during
the course of his recovery. Similarly, a patient with advanced
cancer and her family will require palliative care across the
disease trajectory—even beyond death and through bereavement.
“Many people die in great pain. Many people who aren’t
dying suffer great pain,” explains Deborah McGuire, PhD, RN,
FAAN, MS, director of the center. “Palliative care is a way to
alleviate symptoms and suffering in people who are ill, to
improve their course, to speed their healing or to make their
dying more comfortable. Without palliative care, people would
suffer needlessly.”

Interdisciplinary Approach
McGuire, who is also the director of the oncology graduate
program at the SON, was a clinical oncology nurse. She has
worked for more than two decades in cancer-related research
with a focus on pain and other symptoms. When the SON
was looking to create a center in 2006, McGuire noted that the
University had the interdisciplinary density to support a center
in palliative care.
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“No other school on the campus had a major focus in
palliative care, even though several schools had people involved
in it,” says McGuire. “I saw there was a gap, and I thought, ‘Why
shouldn’t the nursing school take the lead in bringing people
together to focus on much-needed palliative care research?’”
The concept of the center was embraced by the dean of
the nursing school, Janet D. Allan, PhD, RN, FAAN, who
has personal experience in palliative care through her work
with HIV/AIDS patients. “It is clear that the specialty of
palliative care is one of the next frontiers of health care,” she
explains. “I am proud to say that through its groundbreaking
research, the Developing Center of Excellence in Palliative Care
Research is adding to the body of knowledge on the needs of
patients as they receive palliative or end-of-life care. The center
members are providing national expertise and leadership that
is certain to improve the care of countless numbers of patients
and their families.”
The center’s mission is
to advance the science of
palliative care across the life
span in various populations,
disease trajectories, and
settings. To achieve that,
the center’s focus is research
that will expand the knowledge of palliative care and
affect practice. With more
than a dozen full members
from the SON faculty and
a number of associate
members from fields such as medicine, law, social work,
and pharmacy, the center’s diverse membership creates
opportunities for cross-disciplinary research and collaboration
among specialties. It is becoming, in essence, a think tank for
one of health care’s rapidly growing disciplines.
Though the center is still in its infancy, research projects
are already under way. Last summer, McGuire and her
research team enrolled patients at the University of Maryland
Medical Center (UMMC) and at the Hospice of Lancaster
County in Pennsylvania to test the reliability, validity, and
usefulness of a pain assessment tool that measures pain in
patients who cannot report their own discomfort (those who
are comatose, for example).
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Studying Family Health
Debra Wiegand, PhD, RN, CCRN, FAAN, MBE, assistant
professor at the SON, has been involved in the center since its
inception. Inspired by her 30 years as an intensive care nurse,
Wiegand’s research focuses on the end-of-life decision-making
process of families.
“I became intrigued by the people we couldn’t ‘save,’ and
what it was like for the families,” she says, explaining that
because the patient is typically unconscious at the end-of-life
stage, the focus of care shifts to the family. “I personally found
that at the bedside, we weren’t doing a very good job providing
quality palliative care to families.”
Currently, Wiegand’s research has expanded from the
qualitative results of family interviews post-death to looking
at how well health care workers prepare families for the dying
process, which is often not instantaneous, and for bereavement.
She recently received funding from
the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) to study family member
depression, stress, anxiety, and risk
for development of post-traumatic
stress disorder in the wake of a tragic
end-of-life situation.
“I want to look at family health
and determine what health care professionals can do during the bereavement process to help families go on
functioning well as families,” she
explains.
The center is attracting experts
at the top of their fields, like Deborah Sherman, PhD, APRN,
ANP, BC, ACHPN, FAAN, MSN, professor and assistant dean
for research, who coordinated the first palliative care nurse
practitioner program in the U.S. at New York University in
1998. As co-author of Palliative Care Nursing: Quality Care
Through the End of Life, she has literally written the book on
palliative care. Along with research into breast cancer, Sherman
focuses her research efforts on the quality of life for advanced
cancer or HIV/AIDS patients and their family caregivers.
“Palliative care is the essence of nursing; it is the humanistic
approach to the care of patients and families who have complex
physical, emotional, and spiritual needs at very critical points in
their lives,” says Sherman. “And there’s a wonderful leadership

opportunity here for nurses who very often initiate palliative care
and then invite other colleagues to collaborate with them.”
The research needed to guide clinical palliative care is
recognized as a key challenge in the U.S. health care system
and has been made a funding priority of major agencies such
as the NIH. McGuire underscores that the center’s research
efforts are intended to inform practice and education and,
ultimately, policymaking. “A specialty must practice on a body
of knowledge,” says McGuire, “so the research we’re doing will
expand that body of knowledge that allows practitioners to
provide care that is based on evidence.”

Moving Forward
Sherman’s expertise in education makes her a valuable addition
to the center, especially as it moves forward with the development of doctoral-level coursework in palliative care that will be
available this spring. In October, Sherman spearheaded a
two-day interdisciplinary conference at the SON for health
care providers to enhance their palliative care competency.
The co-chair of the conference, Karen Kaiser, PhD, RN-BC,
AOCN, CHPN, clinical practice coordinator at UMMC and
adjunct associate professor at the SON, is a longtime supporter
of the center. Her involvement illustrates the center’s commitment to collaborate across disciplines and schools.
A center on palliative care research is rare; its location in
a nursing school is even more unusual. At UMB, its success

lies in the depth and breadth of the SON’s faculty and the
accessibility of other health care professionals throughout the
campus and beyond to join in research initiatives, notes Sherman.
“We are visionary. There are many initiatives nationally and
internationally we are being asked to participate in, so the center
showcases the University and our particular specialty,” says Sherman.
Though palliative care is a specialty that no health care
consumer wants to need, the reality is that many people will
require care beyond that which the health care system can
provide. Even patients who do not reach the end-of-life stage
want to be in the hands of a skilled palliative care provider, one
whose capabilities are grounded in cutting-edge science and
evidence-based practice.
Research into palliative care and its delivery early in the
disease trajectory has taken on even more importance now that
life-threatening diseases such as cancer, heart disease, and
HIV/AIDS have become chronic, manageable illnesses. It is
McGuire’s hope that the center becomes a nexus of research
both within the SON and on the UMB campus that attracts
national and international collaborators, so that the center
becomes a leader in affecting policy and practice.
“Most of us want to die in our sleep peacefully, but that’s
not always the case,” explains Wiegand. “High-tech treatment
is important, but there comes a time in the illness trajectory
that good symptom management and good quality of life must
be weighed with continuing aggressive treatment.”
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D A RR E N C O U TURE
school of nursing

Unlocking
the Puzzle of Pain
As a certified registered nurse anesthetist with the U.S. Navy,
Darren Couture, MSN, is no stranger to pain. An advanced
practice nurse who provides anesthetics to patients in different
settings, Couture focuses on keeping his patients comfortable
during and after surgery.
“It’s very gratifying to bring a patient through a lifechanging surgery knowing that you can make a difference,”
says Couture. “The more I can know about pain, the better—
and there is a lot we don’t know. So many things can affect
how a patient responds to a painful experience.”
Now a doctoral student at the University of Maryland
School of Nursing (SON), Couture is shifting his concentration
of pain prevention in the surgical setting to researching pain in
patients undergoing chemotherapy. For his research project,
Couture is helping to conduct a collaborative study with the
SON and the University of Maryland Medical System.
The pilot study is designed to measure changes in sensory
nerve function in cancer patients after chemotherapy. It’s an
effort to better understand and possibly prevent chemotherapyinduced peripheral neuropathy (CIPN), which can cause
tingling, numbness or a burning sensation in the feet, legs, and
hands, along with other symptoms. It can affect anywhere from
25 to 80 percent of patients and persist long after treatment.
Associate Professor Susan Dorsey, PhD, RN, MS, is
principal investigator on the research project and Couture’s
dissertation chair. “If we understand how the condition develops
by evaluating these early changes in sensory fiber function at
the start of chemotherapy, we may be able to detect CIPN
at an early stage and identify new targets for prevention or
intervention,” says Dorsey.
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BY SUSIE FLAHERTY

That’s where Couture enters the picture. After two years
of coursework, he began collecting patient data last summer
for the study that measures sensory nerve fiber function
changes that may develop as patients undergo chemotherapy.
And the multidisciplinary team is already looking for answers.
“Given the observational design of this study, we can begin
analyzing the data as we go,” says Couture, whom Dorsey
calls “one of the brightest PhD students that I’ve mentored.”
With one year to collect data and another six months to
do his dissertation, Couture expects to complete his doctorate
in 2010. As an active duty lieutenant commander in the U.S.
Navy, Couture has his doctoral studies fully funded for up
to four years. After graduation, he plans to share the research
skills he’s learning by coordinating research projects for
graduate students training to be Navy nurse anesthetists.
During his 15 years in the Navy, the Minnesota native
lived in several different places on the West Coast, including
San Diego, where he met his wife, Jessica, a former Navy nurse.
With their two children, Megan and Colin, the family has
adjusted well to life on the East Coast, replacing surfing with
snowboarding and enjoying hockey, lacrosse, and camping.
The doctoral student has been “very impressed” with the
collaborative culture and collegiality he sees at the SON. “As a
mid-level practitioner working with expert providers, I expected
to be put in my place,” Couture says. “But I’ve been treated as
an equal—by everyone—and they are really interested in my
insight and experience.”
Couture also is impressed by the expertise on campus
and the level of patient care he’s witnessed. “The amount of
opportunity on this campus is amazing.”
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Computer-Aided Drug Design

Unravels

P R O T EIN GRAPHICS TO COME

Basic Questions
BY RANDOLPH FILLMORE

In the School of Pharmacy’s Computer-Aided Drug Design (CADD)
Center, Alexander MacKerell Jr., PhD, professor and center director,
center co-director Andrew Coop, PhD, and associates carry out
computational studies on the three-dimensional structure of proteins.
Their work helps scientists gain a better understanding of how
proteins function and how compounds bind to those proteins.
The work of CADD researchers also contributes to the development of new drugs. Researchers identify compounds with a desired
biological activity and work to optimize the structure of the compounds to enhance their effectiveness.
A wide variety of researchers from across the University of
Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) campus have enlisted the help of the
CADD Center to screen millions of compounds to quickly identify
those best suited for further testing.
“The CADD Center can build on research discoveries in the
basic sciences by UMB faculty, including researchers across many
“The CADD Center can build onschools
research
in the
basicMacKerell.
sciences by
UMBdiscoveries
faculty,
anddiscoveries
departments,”
explains
“Their
combined with CADD allows for the identification of chemical
including researchers across many schools and departments. Their discoveries combined
compounds with the potential to be developed into novel therapeutic
with CADD allows for the identification
of chemical
compounds
with
the potential
to beup the
agents. The
use of computers
in this
process
greatly speeds
discovery process and significantly lowers costs.”
developed into novel therapeutic agents. The use of computers in this process greatly
speeds up the discovery process and significantly lowers costs.”
—Alexander MacKerell Jr., PhD
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Developing New Antibiotics

Fighting Cancer

Angela Wilks, PhD, professor and vice chair of research in the
School of Pharmacy’s Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
has been working with the CADD Center to examine candidate
compounds that will prevent bacteria from acquiring iron from
the body, thereby cutting off the bacteria’s “life support” and,
hopefully, its ability to cause infection. Wilks is interested in
developing new antibiotics to fight the opportunistic infections
that have become resistant to current drugs.
“The high level of antibiotic drug resistance in the hospital
and community setting is a huge problem,” says Wilks. “Making
new versions of older drugs is not going to solve the
problem because they become obsolete very quickly.
To solve the problem, we are developing new
compounds with new pathway and
protein targets that will lead to
novel drugs with broad spectrum
effectiveness.”
To acquire iron,
bacteria have evolved
special systems
to use heme, the
iron-containing
co-factor found
in hemoglobin
and the most
abundant source
of iron in the body,
explains Wilks.
“Targeting that
process and preventing the
pathogen from utilizing heme could provide a unique
therapeutic weapon against infection,” she says.
By using CADD to look at the 3-D crystal structure of
a bacterial protein involved in iron metabolism, heme oxygenase
compounds can be developed that will cross the bacterial cell
membrane, bind to the target protein, and block the utilization
of heme as an iron source.
“Once we have some potential inhibitors, we can do
further tests and then take the results back to Dr. MacKerell,
who can optimize the inhibitors further,” explains Wilks.

For Paul Shapiro, PhD, associate professor in the Department
of Pharmaceutical Sciences and associate dean for research
and graduate studies, the CADD Center’s ability to screen
compounds simplifies and speeds up the process for finding
a potential new weapon in the fight against cancer. Shapiro’s
lab is testing candidate compounds likely to slow the growth
of tumors targeting a class of molecules named “extracellular
signal-regulated kinases,” or ERKs.
ERKs respond to signaling molecules and likely activate
the pathways that promote uncontrolled cell growth. Shapiro
is hopeful that with the right compound they can target cancer
cells showing elevated ERK activity.
“Preliminary data shows that one compound
causes no adverse effects and can slow tumor growth,”
says Shapiro. “We are continuing
to study the pharmacokinetics
and pharmacodynamics of
test compounds to better
understand how they
work; then we can
send them back to Dr.
MacKerell for further
CADD studies.”
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Searching for an
Inhibitor
David Weber, PhD, is a professor
in the School of Medicine and
director of the joint UMB/
University of Maryland, Baltimore
County doctoral program in biochemistry
and molecular biology. Weber is collaborating with the CADD
Center in his search for an inhibitor for the S100B protein,
which is elevated in malignant melanoma.
“This protein down-regulates the normal tumor suppressant activities in malignant melanoma,” explains Weber.
“With the help of the CADD core facility, we have been able
to discover several S100B inhibitors that may help restore
normal tumor suppression activities and lead to positive
outcomes for this deadly cancer.”

Identifying Pathways
Alan Tomkinson, PhD, is professor and associate director of
basic research at the University of Maryland Marlene and
Stewart Greenebaum Cancer Center. His research—identifying
the mechanisms of cellular pathways that act to protect
genetic information from the harmful changes that can lead
to cancer—includes looking at the structure and function of
human “ligases” or enzymes that join breaks in DNA.
“We interact with Dr. MacKerell’s group to identify
small molecule inhibitors of the human DNA ligases,” explains

Tomkinson. “CADD helps us to define the cellular roles of
these enzymes and to evaluate them as targets for therapy.”
For researchers with a three-step goal of identifying
the structural aspects of proteins or cancer-causing genes
as potential molecular targets, designing drugs that block
the molecular targets and their activity and, ultimately,
taking those drugs to the patient’s bedside, the work at
CADD becomes more than just a tool. It also provides
windows into new patient therapies and opens doors to new
discoveries.

Growing the School of Pharmacy
at the Shady Grove Campus
BY RANDOLPH FILLMORE

As part of its efforts to alleviate the statewide shortage
of pharmacists, the University of Maryland School of
Pharmacy opened a satellite location at the Universities at
Shady Grove in August 2007. Since then, the innovative
program has grown steadily with new students and stateof-the-art technology and facilities.
Using Web-based technology, course material
is delivered to PharmD students by a combination of
synchronous (real-time) and asynchronous (online)
technologies, combined with live activities. The Shady
Grove students receive the exact same program content
that students on the Baltimore campus receive, says David
Roffman, PharmD, associate dean for academic affairs.
The number of students enrolled in the Shady Grove
PharmD program has grown from 40 in 2007 to 120
in 2009, with 160 students expected in fall 2010. The
latest facility added is the pharmacy practice lab that gives
students hands-on experience in activities ranging from
community pharmacy to institutional pharmacy.
Meghan Sullivan, PharmD, director of the new
practice lab, says that the students are making good use

of the lab, which includes a well-stocked community
pharmacy, a patient counseling area, an automated
ScripPro® dispensing system, a Pyxis® institutional dispensing
system, a mock “cleanroom,” and an area for practicing
institutional pharmacy where students prepare IV solutions.
An Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE)
facility is currently under construction at Shady Grove.
Pharmacy and nursing students will practice encounters
at the OSCE with professional actors role-playing patients
with specific or drug-related health issues.
“Construction is scheduled to be completed in the
spring,” says Heather Brennan Congdon, PharmD, CACP,
CDE, assistant dean for the School of Pharmacy Program
at Shady Grove. “The lab will be used for clinical education
for a number of programs, including pharmacy.”
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INSTITUTE FOR GENOME SCIENCES
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the Promise
of Genomics

and Translational Medicine
BY JAMES SWYERS

W

		
hen the complete sequence of the human
		
genome was published in 2003, many 		
		
researchers and health care professionals
		
hailed it as the dawn of a new era in
medicine—one in which treatments and therapies would
be personalized to a patient’s individual genetic fingerprint.
Scientists predicted that this new form of treatment—
“personalized medicine”—would be more effective with fewer
unwanted side effects.
But unraveling the secrets of the human genome, with its
3 billion base pairs, has proved more complicated than many
scientists had expected. And genomic researchers acknowledge
that knowing the DNA sequence isn’t enough—it’s just as
important to know how genes are acting and interacting with
other genes and their environment. To find those answers,
researchers need sophisticated DNA analysis technology and
the expertise to use it.
Because most biomedical researchers around the world
lack access to the state-of-the-art resources needed to unlock
the secrets of the human genome, the promise of personalized
medicine has mostly gone unfulfilled. But great progress is
being made at the University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB),
thanks to recent developments at the University of Maryland
School of Medicine.

With the creation of the School of Medicine’s Institute
for Genome Sciences (IGS) in 2007, the specialized research
center is leading efforts to make personalized medicine a reality
in the not-too-distant future. Located at the University of
Maryland BioPark, the center had its official opening last April.
And just as chemical reactions can be speeded up by adding
an enzyme or molecule as a catalyst, with 80 researchers and
$80 million in federal funding, IGS has become a catalyst for
accelerating the pace of personalized medicine.
“The presence of IGS has made UMB a center of international excellence for personalized medicine. I know of no
other U.S. academic institution with this caliber of combined
expertise in genomics, medicine, microbiology, and infectious
diseases concentrated in just a few square blocks,” says James
Kaper, PhD, chair of the School of Medicine’s Department of
Microbiology and Immunology. His department has several
ongoing collaborations with IGS researchers.
But accelerating the pace of personalized medicine is only
one component of a much larger mission at the interdisciplinary
center. At IGS, researchers use large-scale, state-of-the-art
experimental and computational tools to evaluate gene and
genome function in health and disease and study molecular
and cellular networks in a variety of systems.
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“

. . .We are interdependent on billions of microorganisms
that inhabit our bodies and are linked to our survival.
A better understanding of those organisms can perhaps
provide new clues to the causes of many of the diseases.

Advancing Health Care
IGS is headed by world-renowned genomic researcher Claire
Fraser-Liggett, PhD. She led The Institute for Genomic Research
(TIGR) in Rockville, Md., for a decade before joining the
School of Medicine in 2007. Fraser-Liggett decided to look
for an environment where it would be easier to see genomic
research translated into treatments for patients.
“We had long seen the need at TIGR for strategic collaborations in which the results gained from sequencing the human
genome could catalyze advances in health care,” says FraserLiggett. “And in late 2006, I realized that it was time to expand
my research horizons.”
Her timing could not have been better. A few months
earlier, Fraser-Liggett had been discussing the idea of moving
in a new direction with her husband, Stephen Liggett, MD,
professor of medicine at the University of Maryland School
of Medicine. And the newly installed medical school dean,
E. Albert Reece, MD, PhD, MBA, who is also vice president
of medical affairs for the University of Maryland and the John
Z. and Akiko K. Bowers Distinguished Professor, had been
thinking along the same lines.
“Not long after I’d arrived, our brain trust identified
genomics as a key growth area for the medical school,” says
Reece. “We knew if we could somehow marry that treasure
trove of clinical experience with a world-class genomics group
we would have something very unique and powerful.”
When Bruce Jarrell, MD, FACS, executive vice dean for
research and academic affairs and professor of surgery at the
University of Maryland School of Medicine, told the dean that
Fraser-Liggett was looking for a new home, he asked Jarrell
to contact her immediately to see if she wanted to come to
Baltimore.
Fraser-Liggett was very interested, and Reece and Jarrell
pursued her appointment vigorously. Within 10 days, they had
an agreement in hand for Fraser-Liggett and most of TIGR’s
senior investigators—15 in all—to join the medical school.
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—CLAIRE FRASER-LIGGETT

”

Reece credits University President David J. Ramsay, DM,
DPhil, with helping both sides come to a quick agreement.
According to Reece, Ramsay attended many of the early
meetings, provided partial funding for the recruitment package,
and served as UMB’s ambassador. “He was extremely gracious,
supportive, and of vital importance in helping to convince
Claire to come join us,” says Reece.
Ramsay, the driving force behind the development of the
BioPark adjacent to the UMB campus, says he needed little
convincing to get involved. “It was extremely easy for me to
see the value of launching IGS adjacent to our professional
schools. I believed it would help facilitate and fuel new interactions not only between IGS and other groups on campus
but also between seemingly disparate research groups across
campus,” Ramsay says.
Ramsay’s instincts were right on target; IGS researchers
have been partnering with researchers across campus from
the start. Along with collaborations throughout the medical
school, they have ongoing projects with the Baltimore Veterans
Affairs Medical Center, the School of Nursing, the Dental
School, and even the School of Law.
“It has been a crazy—but extremely productive—two years,”
says Fraser-Liggett. “We’re already involved in collaborations
throughout the UMB campus. Now that we’ve been awarded
several major new grants, we will continue to make new
contacts and explore new and exciting types of projects.”
One such project is with the team led by Susan Dorsey,
PhD, RN, MS, associate professor at the School of Nursing.
Using genetically modified mice, researchers in Dorsey’s
lab are examining the molecular pathways involved in
neurodegenerative diseases and acute and chronic pain
processing.
Luke Tallon, who directs the Genomics Resource Center
at IGS, is another TIGR transplant. He is helping Dorsey’s
lab determine how genetics interacts with chronic pain by
examining the level of activity, or expression, of the genes

In addition to its world-class expertise in gene sequencing
and expression analysis of genes, IGS is one of the leading
research institutes in the world for studying environmental
influences on human genes. While working with researchers
across campus to advance genomic studies, IGS has its own
hefty research portfolio studying microbes that inhabit the
human body. A number of IGS scientists study the genomes
of microbes that either cause disease or promote health or
both, depending on their environment inside and outside the
human body.
known to be involved in stages of pain (i.e., mild to moderate
to severe) in a mouse model.
“If we can understand what these genes are doing as the
level of pain increases, we may be able to find a way to actually
interrupt the pain process,” explains Tallon.
This type of approach is at the heart of efforts to develop
more personalized therapies. Two people experiencing different
types of pain would be treated using different approaches
instead of the one-size-fits-all approach commonly used to treat
chronic pain today, says Tallon.

Beyond Gene Sequencing
Gene identification is a vital component of the work conducted
at IGS. To date, the collective work of the IGS team on many
species of biomedical importance has identified more than 10
times the number of genes found in the human genome. IGS’
nine DNA sequencers, three of which are the fastest available,
can sequence an astounding 565 billion bases per year.
But a genome sequence is of little use without extensive
“post-production” work, the process of annotation and analysis.
With this annotation, the significance of the volumes of data
becomes clear.
As director of bioinformatics at IGS, Owen White, PhD,
leads a team of bioinformaticians—specialists with backgrounds
in biology and statistical analysis, as well as genomics. White
and his bioinformatics group are not only overseeing annotated
sequence data being generated by IGS researchers, but also
have been awarded a $9.9 million grant from the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) that calls for IGS to serve as
the data analysis and coordination center for the Human
Microbiome Project.
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF THE MEDICAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, INC.

Human Microbiome Project
Microbes—bacteria, viruses, and fungi—inhabit every major
organ system in the human body. IGS recently was awarded
three new grants under the NIH Human Microbiome Project
(HMP), an international initiative to study microbes that live
in and on the human body.
Fraser-Liggett and her colleagues are studying the genomes
of a variety of human-associated microbes in an attempt to
determine which genetic variations may make these microbes
harmful or helpful. Her lab studies the microbes of the gastrointestinal tract to determine the role of microbial genomics in
diseases such as colon cancer, inflammatory bowel disease, and
even obesity.
“Our microbial partners are not just ‘hitchhikers’ on our
bodies. They play a much larger role in human health and illness
than previously believed,” says Fraser-Liggett. “Indeed, we are
interdependent on billions of microorganisms that inhabit our
bodies and are linked to our survival. A better understanding
of those organisms can perhaps provide new clues to the causes
of many of the diseases.”
Associate Professor Jacques Ravel, PhD, MSc, is studying
the microbial communities associated with the female reproductive tract. In addition to studying the microbial composition
of the healthy vaginal environment, his laboratory is examining
what happens to these microbes when there is an infection or
inflammation.
“The vaginal microbiome in its healthy state plays a
protective role,” says Ravel. However, changes in diet, exercise,
excess weight, methods of birth control or sexual activities can
alter that protective function and cause bacterial vaginosis, a
common infection in women.
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Looking Beyond
the Data
According to Ravel, it may be possible to restore a healthy
vaginal environment by using probiotics to put “healthy”
microbes back into the vaginal tract.

Fighting Malaria
Another major focus of IGS is to use genomics to find better
ways to thwart microbes that are known to cause disease. IGS
researcher and Assistant Professor Joana Carneiro da Silva, PhD,
focuses on the differences in the genetic makeup of microbes
that cause malaria. In particular, she is interested in the genetic
mutations in the genomes of the parasites that cause malaria.
These mutations allow the parasites to develop resistance to
anti-malaria drugs.
Two varieties of malaria parasite—Plasmodium falciparum
and Plasmodium vivax—cause the majority of the estimated
300 million new cases of malaria that occur worldwide each year.
Although similar in appearance, the two varieties of Plasmodia
differ genetically, and drug resistance has evolved more quickly
in P. falciparum versus P. vivax. Carneiro da Silva’s group is trying
to understand how the genetic variation between these two organisms allows one to mutate much more rapidly than the other.
“We need to understand how these organisms evolved and
acquired their pathogenic properties to be able to block their
action,” she says. “Ultimately, our goal is to understand the
frequency, rate, and direction of genetic change of the proteins
involved in the P. falciparum DNA cell repair system.”
Such information is crucial not only to developing better
drugs for treating malaria but also for developing an effective
preventive vaccine. Carneiro da Silva is collaborating with
Christopher Plowe, MD, MPH, chief of the Malaria Section
in the School of Medicine’s Center for Vaccine Development,
to help his group apply this genomic information to develop
effective vaccines against rapidly evolving malaria parasites.
Although the scientists at IGS and researchers from UMB
might be reluctant to predict how soon their work will lead to
more personalized, less toxic treatments, both groups are
confident that having IGS both as a collaborator and a
resource will speed the delivery of personalized medicine.
As Dean Reece stated at the official opening for IGS
last spring, “With the outstanding nucleus of experience
and expertise in clinical sciences, basic research, and
genomics we now have situated and working collaboratively
here, I have little doubt that we are on the fast track to
personalized medicine on the UMB campus.”
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The expertise of the Institute for Genome
Sciences (IGS) in analyzing and annotating
the genomes of microbes—bacteria,
fungi, and viruses—is world-renowned.
Annotation is the process of adding
biological data to genomic sequences.
Just as a publisher would add items
including illustrations, cross-references,
footnotes, a table of contents, an index,
etc., to an author’s text, the IGS bioinformatics group employs sophisticated
computer analysis of raw DNA sequence
data to identify genes and other genetic
elements and predict their biological
function. They also look for similarities
and differences in the genetic code of
other microbes as well as with humans
and other animals. This is known as
comparative genomics.
While at The Institute for Genomic
Research, Claire Fraser-Liggett, PhD, led
the team that worked closely with the FBI
to use comparative genomics to identify
which strains of anthrax were involved in
the nationwide anthrax threat of 2001.
Once the strain of anthrax was definitively
identified, the trail led the FBI to a
laboratory at Fort Detrick, Md., where it
then focused its investigation.
This was one of the first forensic
cases in which genomic analysis played
such an important role, establishing the
new field of microbial forensics. In the
fall of 2008, two documentaries—one for
the science program NOVA and the other
for the National Geographic channel—
were filmed at IGS’ new facilities in the
University of Maryland BioPark. These
two shows, which prominently featured
the pioneering work, aired last summer.

NEW DEAN BRINGS
CREATIVE THINKING
TO A COMPLEX
PROFESSION BY CARRIE OLEYNIK

In 2007, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching published a highly influential report, “Educating
Lawyers: Preparation for the Profession of Law.” The report
has reshaped thinking about legal education, leading law
schools to increase their focus on developing students’ ethical
judgment and commitment to justice.
Groundbreaking as it was, the Carnegie report was echoing
a call issued almost 15 years earlier by Phoebe A. Haddon, JD,
LLM, the University of Maryland School of Law’s new dean.
In “Education for a Public Calling in the Twenty-First
Century,” published in the Washington Law Review in 1994,
Haddon wrote that law schools “have an opportunity to define
good lawyering … as a public calling which emphasizes a
professional obligation to promote equality in the legal
system … to clarify the values important to the practice of law
in contemplation of a more proactive public role.”
Haddon, a nationally recognized authority on critical issues
shaping education and the legal profession, became the ninth
dean in the 185-year history of the University of Maryland
School of Law on July 1. A distinguished, longtime faculty
member of the Temple University Beasley School of Law,
Haddon is an accomplished scholar on constitutional law and
tort law. She is the co-author of several casebooks in those
fields and has written numerous scholarly articles on equal
protection, jury participation, academic freedom, and diversity.
“Phoebe Haddon is passionate about legal education, about
the essential role of innovative and influential scholarship in the
continued development of our faculty, and about the School of
Law’s vital public service mission,” says University President
David J. Ramsay, DM, DPhil.
Haddon earned an LLM from Yale Law School and a
JD from Duquesne University School of Law, where she was
editor-in-chief of the Duquesne Law Review. She received a
bachelor’s degree from Smith College and served as vice chair
of the Smith College Board of Trustees until her appointment
as dean.

PHOTOGRAPH BY LARRY CANNER

“Dean Haddon has been recognized as a national leader
for years,” says Judith Wegner, co-author of the Carnegie report,
and former dean of the University of North Carolina School
of Law. “The University of Maryland School of Law’s unique
strengths provide a perfect opportunity for Phoebe to employ
her experience and vision for improving legal education in a
way that will position the School even more prominently within
the legal profession and the legal academy.”
Haddon already has begun to engage the School of Law
community in developing a strategic plan for the institution.
She emphasizes the value of expressing a vision shared by faculty,
students, and alumni alike, but makes it clear that the law
school’s future direction will be shaped by strengthening its
connection with the University of Maryland, Baltimore campus
and the city of Baltimore.
“The law school is uniquely situated on a professional
campus, which provides many opportunities to think and teach
creatively, to collectively engage in thoughtful, imaginative
reflection, and to pursue innovative opportunities,” she says.
“Our location provides a tremendous opportunity to be
part of not only a metropolitan statewide conversation, but of
a national and global conversation. We can help define what
justice is, and solve problems in ways that recognize the complexity of today’s society. And we can be leaders in thinking
creatively about the roles of teachers and scholars, of students,
and the legal profession in today’s world.”
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Nursing School Partners With

Komen for the Cure

as Leader in Breast Cancer Education

BY CHRISTINE STUTZ

Three years ago, the University of Maryland School of Nursing (SON) embarked
on a bold partnership with the Maryland affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the Cure
to significantly boost the quality of nursing education about breast cancer.

The pilot project—which comprises Web-based
study, visiting professors and lecturers, a scholar-inresidence, and graduate student development—went so
well that the foundation recently extended the grant,
averaging $200,000 annually, for a fourth year. The
program also has been expanded to include the
University of Maryland School of Social Work and
Coppin State University.
Robin Prothro, MPH, BSN, executive director of
Komen Maryland, said her board of directors had no
difficulty voting to renew the SON grant, which was
the first in the nation to link Komen for the Cure
with a nursing school.
“When they saw the data from the first three years,
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they were extremely happy with the outcome, and really
impressed with the collegial collaboration within the
School itself and the seriousness with which they took
on this task,” says Prothro. “There was no hesitation,
no doubt. They felt that the money was very well spent,
and that the outcomes were greater than anticipated.”
The goal of the partnership, according to SON
Assistant Dean for Baccalaureate Studies Sandra
McLeskey, PhD, RN, BSN, is to use evidence-based
knowledge to train a cohort of nurses—students,
faculty, and practitioners—to be better prepared to
provide knowledge concerning breast cancer screening,
treatment, and management to their patients and
colleagues.

The partnership grant funds five programs:
Komen Visiting Professor: Leading researchers

McLeskey says the Web modules have
been well received by nursing faculty.
“It’s material they can use that they don’t
have to develop themselves,” she says.
“Before this program there was really
no nursing curriculum that was specific
to breast cancer, which is pretty incredible,”
says Prothro. “Ultimately, we thought it
would drive nurses into cancer care; whet
their appetite for going into oncology.”
Prothro, who has a bachelor’s degree
in nursing from the SON and a master’s
in public health, says she first approached
SON Dean Janet D. Allan, PhD, RN,
FAAN, about four years ago with the
idea of an educational partnership. Prothro
wanted to move beyond Komen’s traditional approach of reaching out only to
physicians about breast cancer.
“Having a nursing background and
knowing the impact that nurses have
in the health care delivery system,” she
says, “I thought it would be worthwhile
to pursue something specific to breast
cancer on the nursing side.”
She describes the early months of
the partnership as “suspended belief ”
for Komen Maryland’s board of directors.
“We really weren’t sure what was
going to happen,” she says. “But when
Dr. McLeskey came and presented the
Web modules, I think the board was
really impressed with the level of
knowledge, the depth of the modules,
the really specific considerations for
nursing education, and the SON’s
support and acknowledgment of Komen
Maryland,” adds Prothro. “They were
also impressed with the way that the
School and the whole University were
willing to talk about it and promote it
within their own system.
“We had formed a real partnership

and it was not stagnant,” she says.
“As we went through the grant year, as
things would come up we would talk about
them and decide how we wanted to respond.
A real living partnership was evolving.”
Program Manager Abby Plusen,
MSSW, manages the Komen grant for
the SON and ensures that stated goals
are being met. In her summary of the
partnership’s first three years, she reported
that visiting professors and distinguished
lecturers reached more than 1,600 people.
Web modules on breast cancer epidemiology, pathology, diagnosis, and treatment have been completed by more than
3,600 SON students, and the modules
have been circulated to more than 3 million practicing nurses around the world.
In addition, Plusen notes, the 14
Komen conferees chosen thus far have
shared their knowledge with 500 people.
Prothro says that there is some interest
around the country in replicating the
Komen partnership model, but adds that
it may take time to establish additional
relationships.
“There are a number of other schools
that have become involved through the
visiting professorship, and they are in
communities where there is a Komen
affiliate. At national meetings everyone is
always very impressed with the program
and would like to do something with it,”
she says, “but it’s a little bit out of the box
and doesn’t fall within the traditional
grants that Komen likes to do.”
Although it might not fit the traditional grant model, the bold partnership
that SON formed with Komen Maryland
three years ago is making a deep impact
on the breast cancer education of nurses
worldwide.

come to the SON for a week in the fall and again
in the spring to share their external evidencebased expertise with SON students. Past visiting
professors include Jane Armer, PhD, RN, an
expert on a breast cancer surgery complication
called lymphedema; Lillian Nail, PhD, RN, CNS,
FAAN, an expert on survivorship, fatigue during
and after chemotherapy, and the importance of
exercise; and Victoria Champion, DNS, whose
field is cancer detection and treatment in underserved populations.
Komen Distinguished Lecture: Lecturers in this
spring series have included Angela Brodie, PhD,
a University of Maryland School of Medicine
faculty member who has developed drugs called
aromatase inhibitors; Karen Meneses, PhD, RN,
FAAN, of the University of Alabama, Birmingham,
who teaches nurses to provide culturally competent
care to patients; and Mitch Gail, MD, PhD, of
the National Cancer Institute, whose Gail Model
calculates a person’s risk for getting breast cancer.
Komen Scholar-in-Residence: The SON’s
McLeskey has served in this capacity for three
years, developing all the material in the Web
modules. She is also the principal investigator
for the Komen partnership.
Komen Conferees: Selected nursing students
and faculty are awarded a stipend to enable them
to attend a major breast cancer conference. The
conferees must share what they have learned with
others upon returning.
Komen Educational Outreach: Evidence-based
content is available on the SON Web site, which
enriches the curriculum. All SON nursing students
are required to study this material, which also has
been made available to nurses worldwide through
the International Virtual Nursing School, of which
the University of Maryland is a founding partner.
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CVD Works to Eradicate
Childhood Killer
BY RANDOLPH FILLMORE

SOM

CVD
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Founded in 1974, the Center for Vaccine Development
(CVD) at the University of Maryland School of Medicine
is a multidisciplinary center that develops vaccines to fight
infectious diseases in the developing world.

T

		
he director of the CVD is Myron “Mike”
		
Levine, MD, DTPH. His colleagues call him
		
a “mud-on-the-boots kind of guy.” The mud
		
on Levine’s boots represents an assortment
of places as diverse as Kisumu, Kenya, and Mirzapur,
Bangladesh—places where children under the age of 5 are
dying by the thousands from severe diarrhea.
“Severe diarrhea is the second leading cause of death
worldwide for infants and young children,” says Levine.
At the CVD, multiple interdisciplinary projects are under way
that bring together immunologists, epidemiologists, infectious
disease experts, and other scientists.
One example is a program funded by a five-year, $29.4
million grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
called the Global Enterics Multi-Center Study, or GEMS.
Researchers study cases of severe diarrhea in children less than
60 months old who are matched to control children of the same
age and from the same community who do not suffer from
diarrhea. GEMS is being conducted at seven sites, some rural
and some urban, in both sub-Saharan Africa and south Asia.
An important component of the GEMS study is a home
visit for each of the 880 children enrolled in the actual study
and the 880 children in the control group 60 days after their
enrollment.
“The follow-up home visits are a unique feature of GEMS,”
says Levine, who has been director of the CVD since its inception in 1974. “Other researchers in other studies have treated
children for severe diarrhea and sent them home, assuming
that they have saved a life, but not knowing for sure what
became of those children after they left the treatment facility.”

A central focus of GEMS, says Levine, is not only to
identify the pathogens causing the severe cases of pediatric
diarrhea, but also to see whether clinical infection with certain
pathogens predicts mortality.
“To accomplish this we take and test stool samples from
the children who come to our clinics as we treat them,” explains
Levine. They also test stool samples from control children and
those in the households they visit 60 days later.
“Ultimately, the results from GEMS will guide us in
developing interventions to reduce mortality from pediatric
diarrheal disease,” he says. “The interventions will include
vaccines against some important diarrheal pathogens that
CVD investigators are developing—vaccines that other groups
are working on, as well as practical methods to purify water
within households and ways to dispose of human feces.”
Enrolling 880 cases and 880 controls per site, and collecting
and testing the large number of stool samples per site, per year,
proved to be a daunting organizational task. Getting the sample
supplies to some of the remote locations and creating the
specialized infrastructure to perform the sophisticated molecular
biologic diagnostics research at each site also proved challenging.
James Nataro, MD, PhD, associate director for research
training at the CVD and vice chair of the School of Medicine’s
Department of Pediatrics, was responsible for setting up the
diagnostic components at all seven GEMS research sites. The
sites are involved in the day-to-day diagnostic work of collecting
and testing stool samples by means of molecular techniques
by which the nucleic acid sequences of the pathogens are
identified, amplified, and ultimately converted to “data.”
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CVD and the Gates Foundation are both
committed to maintaining the “gold
standard” of clinical, epidemiologic, and
microbiologic methodology that is carried
out at CVD headquarters in Baltimore,
ensuring reliability and uniformity.

MIKE LEVINE

“It was a Herculean effort,” recalls Nataro. Levine and
Nataro, along with CVD’s Karen Kotloff, MD, a professor of
pediatrics, visited and evaluated candidate sites in 2006 before
committing to the seven sites from which a wealth of data is
received daily.
Kotloff notes that the CVD and the Gates Foundation
are both committed to maintaining the “gold standard” of
clinical, epidemiologic, and microbiologic methodology that
is carried out at CVD headquarters in Baltimore, ensuring
reliability and uniformity.
Finding locations with a basic microbiology lab infrastructure that could be augmented to fit stringent data collection and analysis requirements was a tough task. The next job
was hiring personnel who could be trained to do the work.
“A lot of things had to come together,” recalls Kotloff,
who, while also serving as principal investigator on many
other CVD projects, is running the clinical and epidemiological aspects of GEMS. “Everything did come together—
eventually.”

Among the challenges to get the study off the ground
included standardizing data collection forms and having the
questions translated into site-respective languages.
“The devil is always in the details in a study of such magnitude,” notes Kotloff with a smile. “And, anything you can
think of that may go wrong—and a lot of things you can’t
imagine—will go wrong.”
By the end of this first phase of study (enrolling children
and testing samples), the GEMS team expects that the important pathogens that cause severe diarrhea at each location will
have been identified. For some other pathogens for which no
vaccines exist, the CVD aims to create and test new vaccine
candidates.
“The important pillar of our strategy is to act locally,”
summarizes Levine. “At the conclusion of this phase of the study,
we will be ideally positioned to interrupt the transmission of the
main pathogens that cause severe diarrheal infections in young
children and find ways to ameliorate the severity.”

Visit http://medschool.umaryland.edu/CVD
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CVD Responds
Rapidly to H1N1 Crisis
Staff at the University of Maryland School of Medicine’s
Center for Vaccine Development (CVD) worked overtime last summer in response to the anticipated fall 2009
outbreak of the H1N1 influenza. As one of just eight
national centers and the only one in the mid-Atlantic
region, the center was selected by the National Institutes
of Health’s National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases (NIAID) to help combat the national pandemic.
The CVD’s Vaccine and Treatment Evaluation Unit
is part of the National Institutes of Health’s vaccine
testing network. The unit undertook accelerated testing
of several H1N1 vaccines to identify appropriate dosage
levels for children and adults and to document their
clinical acceptability and ability to stimulate protective
levels of antibodies against H1N1.
Compared with typical flu vaccine manufacturing,
which takes from February to late September, the timeline was very short for the development of an effective
H1N1 vaccine.
“The emergence of the new virus led to identification by CDC [the federal Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention] in late May and the first clinical trials
began at the School of Medicine on Aug. 7,” said
Wilbur Chen, MD, MS, an adult infectious disease
specialist with the CVD. “It was a concerted effort,
with huge and significant sacrifices on the part of my
research staff,” added Chen.

One reason for the rapid turnaround was that the
first test results from 25 pediatric and adult trial subjects
demonstrated excellent protection just eight days after
their vaccinations.
“We were elated to find out that eight days after
that single dose we had relatively good sera-protective
responses for both of two vaccines being tested. It does
appear that a two-dose plan is appropriate for very young
children, however,” Chen said in mid-October.
For CVD founder Myron Levine, MD, DTPH,
the H1N1 episode reminded him of the early days of
the 1976 “swine flu” experience. In response to that
threat, a vast public vaccination effort was undertaken.
Fortunately, the swine flu virus failed to spread.
Levine noted that the work done in 1976 on testing
the vaccine in 3- to 5-year-olds set the stage for the
development of the CVD’s Pediatric Clinical Studies
Section.
For Levine’s leadership in developing and marketing
vaccines, University President David J. Ramsay, DM,
DPhil, awarded him the University’s Founders Week
Entrepreneur of the Year Award last October (see story
page 55).
“Mike Levine’s role in fighting disease around the
world—and in the U.S.—is one of the great successes
of our institution,” says Ramsay.
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Malaria Testing Comes Full Circle

Working with Sanaria Inc., a biotech company in Rockville,
Md., the Center for Vaccine Development (CVD) is evaluating
a newly manufactured malaria vaccine with historical roots at
the University of Maryland.
“Development of Sanaria’s vaccine candidate is based in
part on the findings from studies conducted at the University
of Maryland School of Medicine in the early 1970s,” says CVD
Director Myron Levine, MD, DTPH. “Those findings were
never translated into a vaccine because the task was considered
to be impossible.”
It may have seemed impossible then, but it’s not now, says
Christopher Plowe, MD, MPH, a Howard Hughes Medical
Institute investigator and chief of the CVD’s Malaria Section.

“What was done here in the 1970s is coming back to us
through the PATH Malaria Vaccine Initiative and Sanaria,”
says Plowe. His research team studies the molecular mechanisms and epidemiology of malaria drug and vaccine resistance
and develops rapid assays for parasite mutations. 		
“Almost 40 years ago, the CVD proved that you can prevent malaria with a vaccine in the form of bites from irradiated
whole mosquitoes that inject a weakened form of the malaria
parasite.”
Other “live” vaccines, such as for smallpox, polio, and
measles, have proven their worth, but this is the first time a
malaria vaccine has been manufactured using a live bug.
The CVD’s Vaccine and Treatment Evaluation Unit will test
the vaccine, led by Malaria Section faculty member Kirsten
Lyke, MD.
“A lot of malaria success stories are being seen ‘around the
edges’ of the malaria map in recent years,” says Plowe, who has
malaria studies under way in Mali in West Africa and Malawi
in southeastern Africa. “However, millions of kids still die of
malaria every year, so we need new tools.”
The PATH Malaria Vaccine Initiative was established in
1999 through an initial grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation. The global initiative is accelerating the development
of malaria vaccines and working to ensure their availability
and accessibility in the developing world.

MARCE Fights Bioterrorism
Led by the Center for Vaccine Development (CVD), the
Middle Atlantic Regional Center of Excellence for Biodefense
and Emerging Infectious Diseases (MARCE) is a 12-member
consortium of about 60 University-based investigators and
several out-of-region collaborators. MARCE is focused on
research to improve the nation’s public health response to
bioterror and emerging infectious diseases.
In 2003, MARCE received a five-year, $42 million grant
from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
(NIAID). NIAID awarded another five-year grant to the center
for $43 million in 2009 to continue its research into emerging
pathogen-host interactions.
“The second cycle of MARCE funding will further our
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efforts to harness and focus the extraordinary wealth of
scientific ingenuity, experience, and innovation in our region,”
says Myron Levine, MD, DTPH, professor and director of
the CVD. Levine is also MARCE’s director and principal
investigator.
As well as an agenda to track and treat infectious diseases,
the MARCE consortium is developing diagnostic tests, vaccines,
and antibody products to combat bioterrorism.
Consortium members within the state of Maryland along
with the University of Maryland, Baltimore include the University of Maryland, College Park; Johns Hopkins University;
and the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences.		

s t u d e n t p ro f i l e

OUMO U D I A L LO
school of medicine

Turning Hardship
Into Helping

BY LYDIA LEVIS BLOCH

As soon as Oumou Diallo finished her applicant interview at
the University of Maryland School of Medicine (SOM), she
knew this is where she wanted to be.
“The University of Maryland is one of a few universities
conducting clinical trials in malaria in Mali,” says Diallo, a
native of the West African country and a third-year medical
student. “I know firsthand the impact malaria has had on my
country. And it’s important for me to be among people who
understand my culture and care about what happens to the
people of Mali.”
Her arrival at the medical school is just one more milestone
in a string of achievements made all the more impressive by
the tragedy and upheaval that marked Diallo’s young life. But
what she calls a series of “unfortunate circumstances and positive
events” is what motivated her to study medicine.
As a child, she watched her father die of a heart condition
after the family traveled 70 miles to Bamako, Mali’s capital city.
The largest hospital lacked the necessary equipment to save
his life. Soon afterward, her two best childhood friends died
of malaria.
Another pivotal event occurred when, at age 11, Diallo
was selected as a child delegate to the Mali National Parliament
of Children. While visiting the orphanages in Bamako, she was
impressed by the work of the doctors there.
During a period of political unrest in 1991, Diallo’s
mother sent her daughter to Paris to study. When the family
immigrated to New York two years later, Diallo rejoined her
mother and brothers and started over in a new education system.
“The beginning was very hard,” says Diallo. “I worked at
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a McDonald’s restaurant in Harlem, tutored French students,
and studied English.”
Diallo persevered, and graduated cum laude with honors
from SUNY-Stony Brook in 2006. As a recipient of several
undergraduate fellowships, Diallo became intrigued by research.
In 2006, she won an Intramural Research Training Award
from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), honing her
research skills at the NIH National Institute on Deafness and
Other Communication Disorders. Identifying alternative
treatments for head and neck squamous cell carcinoma earned
her co-authorship of a paper in Cancer Research.
In 2008, Diallo taught histology and anatomy to the
incoming class of medical students. She currently serves as class
representative on the SOM’s Student Council.
“Oumou is a delightful young woman who brings a breadth
of life experiences to her study of medicine,” says Donna
Parker, MD, FACP, associate dean for student affairs at the
medical school. “She has demonstrated an aptitude for both
teaching and research in addition to her academic achievements.
I expect that she will make a very fine contribution to the
communities she serves as a physician.”
Diallo is on track to graduate from medical school in 2011,
but she might detour to the NIH for another year of research.
Although she is interested in the field of ENT surgery, Diallo
is keeping her options open for a long-term career goal.
The SOM has played a major role in her success, both
professionally and personally, says Diallo. “I feel at home here
and really connected. The training and professors have been
excellent.”
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BY JULIE EVANS

I

n early 2003, University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB)
President David J. Ramsay, DM, DPhil, challenged his staff
to create a place near the campus where biomedical technology commercialization and economic development
could be stimulated. His vision, which started with small-scale
plans for a business incubator and grew into the concept of
a full-fledged research park, is a thriving reality called the
University of Maryland BioPark.
What began in 2004 as five acres of long-vacant, city-owned
property one block west of the University campus has now
doubled to 10 acres with the potential for 1.8 million square feet
of lab and office space to attract, house, and grow entrepreneurial
commercial and academic research enterprises. Today, two multitenant buildings, a 10-story parking garage, and the framework
for Maryland’s new Forensic Medical Center have sprouted from
that formerly vacant parcel.
The BioPark now includes a strong core of companies
and academic research centers. Among these is the School of
Medicine’s Institute for Genome Sciences (IGS), which held
an official opening of its state-of-the-art facilities last April.
With 80 researchers and $80 million in federal funding, IGS
is blazing new trails in genomic research and personalized
medicine with collaborative research projects including a study
on how microbes in and on the human body affect human
health. The project is part of the Human Microbiome Project
sponsored by the National Institutes of Health.
BioPark companies such as Alba Therapeutics Corp.,
FASgen, Inc., and Gliknik, Inc., continue to move their
discoveries further along the path to commercialization.
Moreover, the addition in the past year of several service and
education providers in the BioPark has laid an even stronger
foundation to propel the research park’s future growth. Biosci-
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ence companies will continue to be attracted to the University
of Maryland BioPark because of UMB’s research expertise and
the range of services in the BioPark that will help develop drugs
or diagnostic devices for the marketplace.
Paragon Bioservices, Inc., which moved into the BioPark
in March 2009, provides preclinical target validation services
for new drug candidates, process development, and scale-up
production of biopharmaceuticals. The company received the
coveted 2009 Lilly Global Supplier Award. Biomere LLC,
which opened its small-mammal vivarium in the BioPark in
late 2009, provides the animal models that companies need
for preclinical testing of new drug candidates.
Along with the Japanese-owned SNBL Clinical Pharmacology Center, the BioPark’s first tenant and a clinical trials
services provider, each of these companies is serving many of
the largest biological and pharmaceutical companies in the
country.
The Baltimore City Community College Life Sciences
Institute opened in the BioPark in August 2009. The new
institute provides customized training for life science companies
including the BioPark’s Biomere, and it serves a critical work
force training role.
By connecting with Baltimore City high school students
from nearby schools such as the Vivien T. Thomas Medical
Arts Academy and with adults in the community, the institute
is creating a pipeline of trained people for entry-level science
jobs. Additionally, it is a starting point for city students to
pursue higher levels of education, through UMB’s medical
technology, nursing or dental hygiene programs, or other
institutions.
The University of Maryland’s nationally ranked Robert
H. Smith School of Business has established its new Baltimore

Current Development
Future Development
January 2010
- 360,000 SF built
BUILDING TWO

Full Build-Out
- 1.8 million SF
- 2,500 jobs

Planned Tenant Mix:
FORENSIC MEDICAL CENTER

campus in the BioPark. Part-time MBA classes began in January
2010 with executive MBA and other programs to follow.
“Having a top-ranked business school on-site is very
attractive for employers, whose employees can easily combine
work with classes to upgrade their skills,” says James L. Hughes,
MBA, vice president for research and development at UMB
and president of the BioPark. Programs associated with the
Smith School’s highly regarded Dingman Center for Entrepreneurship may spur new bioscience entrepreneurs in the BioPark.
Today, companies are being recruited to the BioPark based
on the promise of their technology, the strength of their
business plans, their interest in collaborating with UMB, and
their commitment to improving the economic development of
the area by hiring community residents.
Construction of a third multi-tenant building is expected
to begin in 2010 just as the state of Maryland’s new Forensic
Medical Center, one of the largest and most modern in the
nation, will be completed. Additionally, the Research Park
Corp., the nonprofit that manages the development of the
BioPark, is investing in critical infrastructure to meet the
intensive gas and electrical supply needs of such advanced
laboratory buildings.
Landscaped park areas at the BioPark’s gateway on Martin
Luther King Jr. Boulevard and in the middle of the BioPark
are under development.
With nearly 500 jobs and 360,000 square feet of research
space already created at the BioPark, President Ramsay’s dream
is well on the way to being fulfilled. For this success, he was
presented with the 2009 Leadership Award by the international
Association of University Research Parks and the 2009 BETA
Award from the Greater Baltimore Technology Council for
being Baltimore’s Extraordinary Technology Advocate.

70% bioscience companies
20% UMB research centers
10% retail and service companies

BIOPARK TENANTS
Bioscience Companies
Alba Therapeutics Corp.
Biomere LLC
FASgen, Inc.
Gliknik, Inc.
IRAZÚ BioDiscovery, LLC
Paragon Bioservices, Inc.
SNBL Clinical Pharmacology Center
Westat, Inc.
University Translational Research Centers
Center for Vascular and Inflammatory Diseases
Institute for Genome Sciences
Educational Institutions
Baltimore City Community College Life Sciences
Institute
University of Maryland Robert H. Smith
School of Business
Retail and Service Providers
Café Gourmet
Goodwill Boutique
Harbor Bank
Miles & Stockbridge P.C.
University of Maryland Human
Research Protections Office
University of Maryland Public Safety
University Fitness at the BioPark

www.umbiopark.com
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Exceeding Expectations
New Southern Management Corporation
Campus Center Becomes Hub of Activity
More than a decade after its conception, the Southern
Management Corporation Campus Center (SMC) is turning
out to be exactly what it was always planned, hoped, and
dreamed to be—the “town square” of the University of
Maryland, Baltimore. It provides the space and scope to
accommodate a wide variety of campus programming along
with top-notch recreation and wellness facilities, great eating
venues, and places to relax with colleagues and friends.
Twelve years ago, University President David J. Ramsay,
DM, DPhil, created a planning task force for a new Campus
Center. The vision statement that came out of that planning
process began: “The new [Center] will be a place with a
welcoming and vibrant environment that brings students from
all of the schools together to interact with each other, with
faculty, with staff, and with the broader campus community.”
Thanks to the SMC Campus Center, which opened in
August 2009, the campus community now has that gathering
place to connect, grow, and prosper socially, intellectually,
and professionally.
“In the short period of time since it opened, students from
every school and program are in and out of the place, mixing
and mingling from the gym to the café area,” says Evan Cordes,
president of the University Student Government Association.
“Rather than just another building, it is quickly becoming the
center of our campus.”
Nestled between and connected to the Health Sciences and
Human Services Library and the School of Nursing, the SMC
Campus Center is a building exactly suited to its location and
its concept.
But students aren’t the only ones happy with the new
campus hub. “Yes, the students seem to love it, but faculty
and staff requests to use the space also are pouring in,” says
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BY LIZ BAMFORD

Roger Ward, EdD, JD, MPA, associate vice president for
academic and student affairs.
Even though Ward and his staff are working to establish
signature events at the SMC Campus Center—cookouts,
interschool socials, faculty receptions, baseball night during
the World Series—it is the day-to-day use of the SMC Campus
Center that most impresses him.
“The foot traffic has been here since we opened and it
increases every day,” says Ward. “The number of events just
keeps growing—the programming has taken off by itself.”
The beautiful addition to the campus provides multiple
gathering spaces with the flexibility and adaptability to serve
many different constituents in many different ways. A sampling
of recent events includes a student-run forum on health care
reform; an inaugural address by the new law school dean; and
an exhibit of celebrated Italian artists.
President Ramsay is pleased to see the long-awaited concept
become a concrete reality. “The SMC Campus Center offers
an interdisciplinary commingling that is both enticing and
enjoyable,” he says. “It’s wonderful to see the many different
groups coming together in our ‘town square.’”
Some of the amenities of the SMC Campus Center, as well
as its name, come courtesy of Southern Management CEO
David Hillman and his wife, Suzanne. Their $5 million transformational gift is the largest donation ever from a University
of Maryland Baltimore Foundation, Inc. trustee. “This is a showplace that has become the center of what truly is a wonderful
urban campus setting,” said David Hillman at the unveiling
of the SMC Campus Center in September.
For more information on the SMC Campus Center,
including naming rights and other opportunities, visit
www.umaryland.edu/smccampuscenter.

Building the Future
THROUGH
Planned Giving
Planned giving is an essential component of the University’s fundraising
strategy. What exactly is planned giving, and why does the University rely on it?
Our experts shed some light on the matter.

Many people are still uncertain about the meaning of the term
“planned giving.” Planned gifts include a spectrum of philanthropic opportunities such as gifts of appreciated stock (yes,
there are still appreciated stocks out there!), real estate, life
insurance, retirement plan assets, gifts-in-kind, and bequests.
Planned gifts also can be structured to pay donors or their
designees an income (usually for life) with the remaining
value of the gift passing to the University after the donor’s
death. Referred to as “life-income gifts,” these planned gifts
are designed to pay income to one or more beneficiaries, and
are generally available as charitable gift annuities, deferred
gift annuities, and charitable remainder trusts.
What is the one thing all these gifts have in common?
Planning: because of the charitable, financial, and tax
consequences involved, they require thoughtful and sometimes creative planning. Thus the term “planned gifts.”
Over the years, our donors have discovered that planned
gifts can complement their personal financial planning, estate
planning, and business planning while enabling them to make
meaningful gifts to support the schools, students, and faculty
of the University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB).
Planned gifts have been used by alumni and friends for
a variety of naming opportunities. They have been used to
support building projects, scholarships, professorships, department chairs, lectureships, faculty enrichment, research, and
clinics, as well as being designated as “unrestricted,” that is,
unfettered by donor restriction. They have been structured
as perpetual endowments (funds that last forever), term endowments (funds that last for a period of years), and even current
use funds, depending upon the donor’s desires and the needs
of the University.

From a utilitarian perspective, planned gifts can generate
lifelong income by converting low-yielding appreciated stock
or real estate into a higher income stream through the use of a
charitable gift annuity or charitable trust. They can reduce or
eliminate taxes attributable to long-term capital gains; produce
significant federal income tax deductions; and minimize or
eliminate federal estate taxes. From a philanthropic perspective,
they often allow donors to maximize their giving and thus
achieve results they thought were beyond their means.
Perhaps the most attractive feature of a planned gift is
its flexibility. It can be customized to provide financial support
for the donor, as well as for the donor’s spouse, family, extended family, and even others who might require the donor’s
financial assistance. Gifts that pay income for life, such as
charitable gift annuities or charitable remainder trusts, may be
established during the donor’s lifetime or even through a carefully crafted will or estate plan. Assets can also be placed in
trust to pay the University income for a period of years, with
the original assets (having hopefully appreciated) ultimately
returning to the donor or the donor’s heirs or other beneficiaries with very desirable wealth transfer results.
Planned gifts are administered by the University of Maryland
Baltimore Foundation, Inc., the nonprofit entity organized in
2000 to accept all private support for the UMB campus. The
Office of Planned Giving is always available to work with
donors and their advisors to create a mutually beneficial gift
plan. For more information about making a planned gift,
contact the Office of Planned Giving at 877-706-4406. To
learn more about the variety of planned giving options
available, please visit our Web site: www.umaryland.edu/
plannedgiving.
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TYPES OF PLANNED GIFTS
• Bequests and Trust Distributions

• Retirement Plan Assets

• Deferred Gift Annuities

• Gifts of Appreciated Stock

• IRA Charitable Rollovers

• Charitable Trusts:

• Gifts of Appreciated Real Estate

• Family Business Planning

		

Remainder Trusts

• Life Insurance

• Gift Annuities

		

Lead Trusts

This past October, the University began its Founders Week events with a gala theme that
focused on the generosity of donors who have made planned gifts in support of the University.
In a videotape during that program, the deans of our schools shared their thoughts about the
importance of planned giving.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE [1807]
Dean: E. Albert Reece, MD, PhD,
MBA
“… The School of Medicine has a
tremendous mission. We have an
ambitious, forward-looking agenda
that requires substantial financial
resources. Consequently, we constantly
seek innovative means to achieve
our goals. To our good fortune, planned gifts have become
a creative and vitally important supplement to our other
sources of support. … Planned gifts are exceedingly
important to the School and support a broad range of
needs. … For example, a growing number of our alumni
and friends have made planned gifts that have or will fund
endowed professorships and chairs. These are arguably the
most important and prestigious distinctions that the School
can bestow upon its faculty and are critical to our academic
standing. … Planned gifts from grateful patients and their
families allow them to participate in the excitement of cuttingedge research, discovery, and the delivery of critical medical
services. More than a mere source of funding, these gifts serve
as an almost therapeutic expression of gratitude that benefits
everyone.”
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SCHOOL OF LAW [1824]
Dean: Phoebe A. Haddon, JD, LLM
“… Planned gifts are terrific because
we can plan on resources that will
become available in the future, and
that helps us manage assets that are
currently available. … Perhaps more
importantly, planned gifts provide
donors with a role in determining
how the School of Law will move forward in the pursuit of
excellence … allowing them to designate their support to a
particular area such as scholarships, faculty research, capital
projects or other kinds of programs at the law school. …
Donors who make planned gifts show how much they care for
the institution. Their legacy gifts are an acknowledgment that
the law school has been doing a great job … and their gifts will
help ensure its traditions of excellence long into the future.”

DENTAL SCHOOL [1840]
Dean: Christian S. Stohler, DMD,
DrMedDent
“… Planned gifts are critical to the
Dental School. … They probably
are among the most significant gifts
for the Dental School, because they
are a commitment that people make
to signal to the rest of the community that their education made a difference. … By making
a planned gift, our alumni establish a relationship with the
School that demonstrates the values that are important to
them. … After all, planned gifts are legacy gifts … and being
the first dental school in the world, you can imagine how
important legacy is. … We have learned firsthand from the
alumni who have made such commitments that legacy
lives not in brick and mortar; legacy lives in the ideals and
the values that people express.”

ADVANTAGES OF
PLANNED GIVING
•

Eliminate or reduce federal estate taxes.

•

Produce higher current income than
low-yielding stocks, bonds or real estate.

•

Provide returns based upon the full,
fair-market value of appreciated assets
while sheltering capital gains.

ADVANTAGES OF
PLANNED GIVING
•

Pay lifelong income or income
for a period of years.

•

Reduce or eliminate capital gains on
contributions of appreciated assets.

•

Generate substantial federal
income tax deductions.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY [1841]
Dean: Natalie D. Eddington, PhD
“… Planned giving is very important
for the School because it provides
support for scholarships for students,
support for recruiting and retaining
excellent faculty, and support for
undertaking initiatives that are
important to the growth of the
practice of pharmacy. … Our School has a long tradition of
excellence and our alumni and friends want to continue to
support that. I think the philanthropic rewards of planned
gifts are twofold … by giving a planned gift, donors are
demonstrating their appreciation for their education … and
they are also making sure that the School has the financial
resources to meet its initiatives and its vision into the future.
… A planned gift allows a donor to make a significant and
lasting impact on the School and the profession.”
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SCHOOL OF NURSING [1889]
Dean: Janet D. Allan, PhD, RN, FAAN
“… Private philanthropy is critical
to maintaining and extending the
excellence of the missions of the School.
Planned gifts are very important
because they add to the donors’
options for giving. ... Donors give
to the School of Nursing because
they believe in the School, they believe in our missions and
they have a commitment to continue the excellence in
the School as we educate the next generation of nurses.
… Legacy gifts tell me that our donors want to make a
difference. … Nurses are about making a difference in the
health of the nation. So when we have donors give to the
School, whether it’s scholarships or an endowed chair, they
are demonstrating a commitment to providing the best
possible education for nurses.”

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
[1961]
Dean: Richard P. Barth, PhD, MSW
“… Planned gifts provide donors with
an opportunity to make a strong
connection to the legacy and future of
the School. … Every planned gift is
a signal to others to join in and support
an organization that is doing great
things. … From an institutional perspective, planned gifts
allow the School to plan ahead, knowing the kinds of resources
that will eventually be available, and this allows us to make
well-informed decisions for the advancement of the School.
… Perhaps more importantly, planned gifts allow donors
to demonstrate the importance of philanthropy to their
families and to pass the legacy of giving to their children
and grandchildren. … It helps reinforce the importance of
thinking about the public good.”
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ADVANTAGES OF
PLANNED GIVING
•

Complement retirement and
financial planning.

•

Provide a generous charitable
contribution.

•

Can be used in family and small
business planning.

•

Enable the donor(s) to maximize their 		
support of the University of Maryland
Baltimore Foundation, Inc.

founders week 2009

AwardWinners

BY CHRIS ZANG

O

ne of the finer traditions University President David J. Ramsay, DM, DPhil, and his wife,

Anne, brought with them when they arrived on campus in 1994 is Founders Week. It’s a week

set aside each October to celebrate the history of the University and to honor the achievements of its
faculty, staff, students, and alumni at all of its professional schools.
In addition to a student cookout, staff luncheon, and research lecture, another highlight of Founders
Week is the Founders gala, which includes the formal presentation of awards for Entrepreneur of the
Year, Research Lecturer of the Year, Public Servant of the Year, and Teacher of the Year.
The honorees are chosen by their peers through a formal nomination process. Highly competitive and
compelling materials and letters documenting the lifelong contributions and achievements of those
nominated are received. Glowing endorsements from current and former students, peers, associates,
and collaborators are arduously reviewed and the most deserving candidates for each category rise to
this coveted circle of excellence.
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ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR—MYRON M. LEVINE
Director of the University of
Maryland School of Medicine’s
Center for Vaccine Development
(CVD) Myron M. “Mike” Levine,
MD, DTPH, was the first faculty
member at the University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) to accrue
$200 million in research funding.
It’s just one of the many
accomplishments of Levine, who founded CVD 35 years ago
and is known worldwide for his role in developing vaccines to fight
diseases such as typhoid fever, cholera, and Shigella dysentery.
It’s a feat all the more impressive considering the developing
countries in his studies. For many of the infectious diseases of
interest to Levine and his CVD team, there is not a clear or mature
market to assure return on the needed investments for vaccine
development. But James L. Hughes, MBA, vice president for
research and development at UMB, says Levine still prevails.
“Mike is tirelessly working with foundations and putting
together very elaborate, innovative consortia,” Hughes says of
Levine. “He’s a driving force.”
In the case of CVD’s cholera vaccine, the product passed
through trials to receive licensure by regulatory agencies (including

those in Switzerland and Australia), only to be stymied by
limited sales. So Levine resolutely put together another consortium to manufacture and market the vaccine.
Likewise he has formed a partnership to fight Shigella
dysentery, which is estimated to kill up to 1 million of the
world’s poorest children every year.
The CVD also plays an important role in the U.S. public
health scene. Last summer CVD undertook a national role in
accelerated testing of several H1N1 vaccines and last fall CVD
was testing a malaria vaccine (see story on page 42).
Comfortable in basic research, clinical applications, and the
marketplace, Levine is a pioneer for other vaccine researchers,
with the CVD being the first multidisciplinary “one-stop” academic vaccine center.
Levine, the University’s Simon and Bessie Grollman
Distinguished Professor, humbly credits the other members of
his CVD team: 120 in Baltimore; 35 in Santiago, Chile; 185
in Mali, West Africa; and 35 in Malawi, Southern Africa.
Says Levine: “I take great pride in the evolution and growth
of the CVD,” which has averaged $65 million in extramural
annual funding over the past five years. Not bad for a center
that began with $250,000 in funding and a staff of nine.
Says a smiling Levine, “It’s been a fantastic run.”

TEACHER OF THE YEAR—DONNA HARRINGTON
Like the parent who tells you
everything will be all right, Donna
Harrington’s first job with her
students at the School of Social Work
is to allay fears. She teaches statistics
and research practicum, courses that
cause students to enter the classroom
with much trepidation. By the time
they leave, however, the fears have
fled, thanks to the confident, reasoned, and clearly communicated
words of their instructor and new mentor.
Professor Harrington, PhD, has had that impact on students
from her first statistics class in 1994 when she was an adjunct
faculty member. “From the very beginning,” says Richard P. Barth,
PhD, MSW, dean of the School of Social Work, “she received
rave reviews from the students.”
Speaking for many, alumna Anne Hughes, PhD, an assistant
professor at Michigan State University, wrote in her award
nomination letter, “Dr. Harrington was so clearly comfortable
with the material and her delivery was engaging and interesting.
Concepts that were confusing and unintelligible in the text became
clear and cohesive in her lecture. … I was apprehensive about
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statistics. However, I left class with an understanding that I can
use in my own research.”
Barth was so impressed by Harrington that in 2007 he
appointed her chair of the doctoral program. She also ran a
popular writing group for assistant professors. Her recent book
on confirmatory factor analysis, one of her many published
works, presents additional help for instructors.
“I think students learn best when the material is enjoyable;
it also needs to be challenging and relevant for them,” Harrington
says. So she uses analogies they understand such as getting food
from a buffet table that is not being restocked.
In 2005 Harrington received the campuswide University of
Maryland Dr. Patricia Sokolove Outstanding Mentor Award for
helping students complete their dissertations. Hughes was one of
those students.
She recalled, “Dr. Harrington would often say to me, ‘What
do you think?’ or ‘Why did you do that?’ While they seem like
simple questions, they required me to analyze my thinking,
integrate past research, and synthesize theory or practice data.
“This lesson is one that will serve me throughout my
career,” added Hughes.

RESEARCH LECTURER OF THE YEAR—ALESSIO FASANO
When Alessio Fasano, MD, moved
from Italy in 1993 to join the
University of Maryland School
of Medicine, celiac disease was
considered extremely rare in North
America. Today, Fasano’s research
has not only dispelled that notion,
it has brought hope to the 2 million
Americans affected by the disease.
“Dr. Fasano developed the first medical center in the United
States to diagnose, treat, and enhance the lives of people with
celiac disease,” says Elaine Monarch, executive director of the
Celiac Disease Foundation. “Through his efforts, the Center
for Celiac Research has become synonymous with scientific
expertise and excellence of care.”
In 2000, Fasano and his colleagues discovered the protein
zonulin, which regulates the permeability of the intestine. In a
recent article in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,
Fasano’s group reports that when the zonulin system is turned on,
it can trigger an autoimmune response, such as the unfavorable
intestinal reaction that occurs in celiac patients. As outlined in
his article in the August 2009 Scientific American, Fasano’s
discoveries also could aid those with type 1 diabetes, multiple
sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, and inflammatory bowel disease.

And as someone who always puts his patients first, nothing
would make him happier.
“Alessio is not only a skilled scientist figuring out the biological mechanisms that cause and facilitate disease, but he is
also a compassionate clinician working to alleviate the pain
and distress of his patients,” says Vincenzo Casolaro, MD, PhD,
associate professor at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine.
In addition to the Center for Celiac Research, Fasano
also is director of the School of Medicine’s Mucosal Biology
Research Center (MBRC). Research at the two centers has led
to more than 200 pending and issued patents worldwide and the
foundation of Alba Therapeutics Corp., a biopharmaceutical
company spinoff of the University of Maryland with $40 million
in capital funding.
The MBRC is a collaborative hub for campus scientists
engaged in translational research with innovative biotechnology
and pharmaceutical companies.
“We want to get the fruits of our labor—whether newly
developed novel drugs, new models of human diseases, new
therapies, or new drug delivery systems—to the patients who
need them,” Fasano says.

PUBLIC SERVANT OF THE YEAR—CONNIE O. MITCHELL
People confronting adversity,
even the worst circumstances
one can imagine, can react in
two ways—they can withdraw or
charge forward. Connie Mitchell
isn’t one to take a backward step,
and many young people in Baltimore are moving forward because
of that.
Mitchell, a program administrative specialist at the School
of Pharmacy’s Maryland Poison Center since 1998, saw her life
take a tragic turn in 2003 when her youngest son was murdered
at the age of 16. A religious woman who for the past 45 years
has been active in the Ark Church in Baltimore City, Mitchell
took this as a calling to become even more involved.
Having already served on the University’s Staff Senate and
in area YouthWorks and Start on Success programs, the tragedy
led her to become involved with Survivors Against Violence

Everywhere (S.A.V.E.), the Take Back the City Winning Team
Campaign, Youth Opportunity Baltimore, as well as Parents
of Murdered Children, Inc., and Families Against Mandatory
Minimum Sentences.
In the ultimate tribute to her late son, she founded the
Darrell DeShawn Mitchell Memorial Scholarship Foundation,
which provides $500 to $1,000 scholarships to several high
school seniors each year. James L. Carter, pastor of the Ark
Church, says her work is a blessing to the church and the
greater community.
“Out of that pain was birthed the foundation she founded
to be a blessing to young inner city youth,” he says. “Without
Connie Mitchell, some of our young people would be deprived
of hope, excitement for the future, and faith to believe in a better
Baltimore.”
Mitchell said such acts fill an inner need for her. “I
don’t do it for the glory. It’s a yearning, it’s the reason I’m here,
to help these kids out,” she says. “If I can save just one of them.”

Founders Week AwardWinners
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UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP

2010

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
David J. Ramsay, DM, DPhil
President

ACADEMIC DEANS
Janet D. Allan, PhD, RN, FAAN
School of Nursing

Kathleen M. Byington, MBA
Vice President, Administration
and Finance

Richard P. Barth, PhD, MSW
School of Social Work

T. Sue Gladhill, MSW
Vice President, External Affairs
James L. Hughes, MBA
Vice President, Research and Development
Peter J. Murray, PhD
Vice President and Chief Information
Officer, Center for Information Technology
Services
Malinda B. Orlin, PhD
Vice President, Academic Affairs
E. Albert Reece, MD, PhD, MBA
Vice President, Medical Affairs

Natalie D. Eddington, PhD
School of Pharmacy
Phoebe A. Haddon, JD, LLM
School of Law
Malinda B. Orlin, PhD
Graduate School
E. Albert Reece, MD, PhD, MBA
School of Medicine
Christian S. Stohler, DMD,
DrMedDent
Dental School
FACULTY, STAFF &
STUDENT LEADERS
Marcelo G. Cardarelli, MD, MPH
President, Faculty Senate
Kenneth E. Fahnestock, MAS
Chair, Staff Senate, Executive Committee
Evan Cordes
President, University Student
Government Association
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BOARDS OF VISITORS
Dental School
William H. Schneider, DDS
Chair
Guy D. Alexander, DDS
Patricia L. Bell-McDuffie, DDS
Stanley E. Block, DDS
Don-N. Brotman, DDS
Robert Buchanan
Allan M. Dworkin, DDS
Lawrence F. Halpert, DDS
Ann B. Kirk, DDS
Melvin F. Kushner, DDS
Mary Littleton, RDH
Charles P. Moore
W. Gregory Wims
School of Law
Paul D. Bekman
Chair
Alison L. Asti
The Hon. Lynne A. Battaglia
The Hon. Robert M. Bell
The Hon. Richard D. Bennett
Laura B. Black
Donna R. Blaustein
The Hon. Benjamin L. Cardin
Harriet E. Cooperman
The Hon. Andre M. Davis
Christine A. Edwards
Joseph G. Finnerty III
Miriam L. Fisher
James J. Hanks Jr.
The Hon. Ellen M. Heller

The Hon. Marcella A. Holland
Henry H. Hopkins
Alan D. Hornstein
Edward F. Houff
The Hon. Barbara Kerr Howe
John B. Isbister
Robert J. Kim
Raymond G. LaPlaca
Lewis Leibowitz
Thomas B. Lewis
Ava E. Lias-Booker
Bruce S. Mendelsohn
William “Hassan” Murphy III
Hamish S. Osborne
George F. Pappas
Joanne E. Pollak
Phillip A. Proger
Stuart M. Salsbury
Mary Katherine Scheeler
Edward Manno Shumsky
Hanan Y. Sibel
Arnold M. Weiner
Ex-officio Members
Francis B. Burch Jr. and Joseph R.
Hardiman, Chairmen Emeriti
Phoebe A. Haddon, Dean
Teresa K. LaMaster, Associate Dean
Deborah Lynne Potter, President, Alumni
Board
School of Medicine
Michael E. Cryor
Chair
Peter G. Angelos, Esq.
Morton D. Bogdonoff, MD
Jocelyn Cheryl Bramble
Frank C. Carlucci III
William M. Davidow Jr., Esq.
Robert C. Embry Jr.
Robert E. Fischell, ScD
Ronald Geesey
Ronald Goldner, MD
Stewart J. Greenebaum
Willard Hackerman
John R. Kelly
Harry C. Knipp, MD, FACR
Carolyn McGuire-Frenkil
Edward Magruder Passano Jr.
Martin I. Passen, MD
Timothy J. Regan

Melvin Sharoky, MD
Richard L. Taylor, MD, FAAN
School of Nursing
Steven S. Cohen, FACHE
Chair
Christopher F. Callaghan
Sonya Gershowitz Goodman, MS
Jeanette A. Jones, MS
Fran Lessans, MS
Victoria C. McAndrews
Katherine McCullough, MS
David S. Oros
Judy Akila Reitz, ScD
Deborah Schofield, DNP
Alan Silverstone
Jillian Wilson
School of Pharmacy
Ellen H. Yankellow, PharmD
Chair
John H. Balch, RPh
Michael G. Beatrice, PhD
David A. Blake, PhD
Capt. James L. Bresette, PharmD
Albert W. Brzeczko, PhD
Harold E. Chappelear, BSP,
LLD (Hon.)
Paul T. Cuzmanes, RPh, JD
Joseph DeMino, BSP
Russell B. Fair, RPh
Felix Gyi, PharmD
Mayer Handelman, BSP
Mark A. Levi, PD
Gina McKnight-Smith, PharmD,
MBA, CGP, BCPS
David G. Miller, RPh
Milton H. Miller Sr.
Richard P. Penna, PharmD
Robert G. Pinco, BSP, JD
The Hon. David D. Rudolph
Alex Taylor, BSP
Sally Van Doren, PharmD
George C. Voxakis, PharmD
Clayton L. Warrington, BSP

School of Social Work
Stanley E. Weinstein, PhD
Chair
Anne D. Bailliere
Dorothy C. Boyce
Richard W. Friedman
Myrna Goldberg
Anne P. Hahn, PhD
Dorothy V. Harris
The Hon. Verna L. Jones
Anne H. Lewis
Sako Maki
Gail Manza
James W. Motsay
Alison L. Richman
Jane B. Rodbell
Mary-Beth Smith
Howard L. Sollins
Hector L. Torres
Meadow Lark Washington
Susan A. Wolman
Meg Woodside
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF
MARYLAND
William E. Kirwan, PhD
Chancellor
Board of Regents
The University System of Maryland is
governed by a Board of Regents appointed
by the governor.
Clifford M. Kendall, Chairman
Orlan M. Johnson, Vice Chairman
Patricia S. Florestano, Treasurer
Barry P. Gossett, Assistant Treasurer
The Hon. C. Thomas McMillen, 		
Secretary
James L. Shea, Assistant Secretary
Gary L. Attman
Norman R. Augustine
Linda R. Gooden
The Hon. Francis X. Kelly Jr.
David H. Nevins
A. Dwight Pettit, Esq.
Dr. Frank M. Reid III
Thomas G. Slater, Esq.
John L. Young, MD
The Hon. Earl F. Hance, Ex-officio
Sarah Elfreth, Student Regent
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Sponsored Research Dollars
Top Half-billion Mark
UMB continued its annual double-digit growth in extramural
funding with $517 million in sponsored research, service, and
training awards in Fiscal Year 2009 (FY09). This represents
an astounding 16 percent increase over the $447 million realized
in FY08. The School of Medicine accounted for 90 percent
of the growth and now brings in 85 percent of UMB’s total
extramural funding. The Dental School had the biggest
percentage increase with 47 percent.
UMB was not immune to the global economic crisis.
Funding from corporations and foundations declined in FY09,
and project funding from state and local government agencies
was flat. However, UMB had its best year ever in competitive
federal grants, winning $298 million—a 27 percent
increase over FY08.
As usual, the National Institutes of Health was the largest
source of funding, but the largest individual grant awarded to
UMB was from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
for $56 million to support the work of the School of Medicine’s
William Blattner, MD, with HIV/AIDS patients in Nigeria.
This grant contributed to the significant globalization of
UMB’s activities—funding for international projects grew from
less than $15 million five years ago to nearly $100 million
in FY09.

EXTRAMURAL FUNDING, FY09

5M

10M

15M

Medicine
Pharmacy
Dental
Social Work
Nursing
Campus Administration
Law
Graduate

20M

450M

$440.1M
17.3M
15.4M
14.2M
10.8M
8.7M
8.4M
2.1M

Visit www.ord.umaryland.edu
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Expanding Collaborations
to Build New Technology
Commercialization Ventures
UMB’s Office of Research and Development (ORD) has
partnered with the School of Medicine to integrate all UMB
staff handling corporate-sponsored research and clinical trials,
technology commercialization, and startup company creation
into a single unit within ORD. In Fiscal Year 2009, ORD
executed 478 corporate contracts and 31 licenses and option
agreements, a 24 percent increase over FY08. Total licensing
revenues grew by 64 percent to $2.6 million. UMB now has
a total of 150 active licenses, which represents 65 percent of its
total technology portfolio.

Highlights of New Partnerships
A technology-based startup in Clarksville, Md.—Xcision
Medical Systems, LLC—is developing a stereotactic radiosurgical
device capable of performing a noninvasive procedure, to spare
breast cancer patients from lumpectomies. William Regine, MD,
and Cedric Yu, ScD, of the School of Medicine, together with
Ying Yu of Xcision, envisioned an alternative procedure that
benefits the patient by decreasing scarring and the amount of
unnecessary radiation exposure. Xcision exclusively licensed
the technology rights from UMB and has received a Small
Business Innovation Research grant from the National Institutes
of Health to develop the device.
ORD built a relationship with Cancer Research UK as a
codevelopment partner for a leading breast cancer therapeutic.
Vincent Njar, PhD, and Angela Brodie, PhD, of the School of
Medicine developed a new drug candidate for cancer known
as retinoic acid metabolism blocking agents. The partnership
targets breast cancer therapeutics and includes preclinical
and early clinical testing of select candidates. Responsible for
finding a private partner to continue development, ORD
has entered into an exclusive option with the newly formed
Chesapeake BioDiscovery Management, LLC, of Baltimore.
Varian Medical Systems, Inc., of Palo Alto, Calif., obtained
an exclusive license to a radiation therapy procedure that aims
to reduce exposure of normal tissue by improving treatmentplanning procedures. Together with out-of-state colleagues,
Cedric Yu and Matthew Earl, PhD, of the School of Medicine
developed a single arc dose painting procedure that can be
incorporated into Varian’s existing medical devices. The technology resulted from a long-standing research collaboration
between UMB and Varian.
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The University of Maryland Baltimore Foundation, Inc.
(UMBF) manages and invests private gifts and/or property
for the benefit of the University of Maryland, Baltimore
(UMB), facilitates fundraising programs and contributions
from private sources, and engages in other activities to
further the educational, research, and service missions
of UMB. The UMBF Board of Trustees is comprised of
influential and committed leaders who are dedicated to
advancing the goals of UMB. The trustees serve as advisors
to the University president on matters affecting the campus,
its programs, and the community, and promote UMB
through advocacy.
Philanthropic support is vital to ensure the University’s
continued advancement as one of the nation’s top academic
health, law, and human services institutions. UMBF
provides opportunities for alumni, friends, foundations,
corporations, and others to support the strategic mission
and goals of the University of Maryland, Baltimore.

The UMBF Board of Trustees is pleased to report that
UMB met its fundraising goal during Fiscal Year 2009
(FY09) and set a record for the University. The $80 million
raised surpasses by more than $11.3 million the previous
record fundraising total of $68.7 million, set in FY08.
FY09 is the fifth consecutive year that the University
has met or gone beyond its fundraising objective. The
University is now more than halfway toward reaching its
ambitious goal of $650 million during UMB’s multiyear
capital campaign—“Making an Impact Worldwide.”
Through your gifts, you can shape the future with the
support that enables the University to excel in its mission of
providing excellence in education, research, public service,
and patient care. (To learn more about shaping the future
with a planned gift, see page 51.) To contribute to this
effort, please use the return envelope enclosed in this issue
of Maryland magazine or visit http://giving.umaryland.edu.
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Summary Statement of Financial Position
June 30, 2009 and 2008

ASSETS

2009

2008

INVESTMENTS				
		Endowment

$65,743,232

$85,174,084

		Operating

43,587,036

46,893,941

109,330,268

132,068,025

			Total investments

OTHER ASSETS				
		Contributions receivable
		Assets held under split-interest agreements
		Other assets
		

Total other assets

TOTAL ASSETS

25,484,657

23,993,874

2,581,217

3,065,481

2,600,738

2,681,443

30,666,612

29,740,798

$139,996,880

$161,808,823

				

LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS				
LIABILITIES				
		Payable under split-interest agreements

$1,651,961

$1,721,470

		Accounts payable and accrued expenses

2,013,689

2,090,275

			Total liabilities

3,665,650

3,811,745

NET ASSETS				
		Unrestricted

9,956,259

18,788,552

		Temporarily restricted

45,261,930

64,396,684

		Permanently restricted

81,113,041

74,811,842

136,331,230

157,997,078

$139,996,880

$161,808,823

			Total net assets

TOTAL LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS

To obtain a copy of the UMBF, Inc., audited financial statements, please contact University of Maryland Baltimore Foundation, Inc.,
620 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, MD 21201. Phone 410-706-3912 or e-mail jblackburn@umaryland.edu.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Janet S. Owens, Chair
Community Activist and
Former Anne Arundel County
Executive

Kempton M. Ingersol
Managing Director and Senior
Portfolio Manager
Brown Capital Management, Inc.

Edward J. Brody, Vice Chair
CEO, Brody Transportation Co., Inc.

Donald M. Kirson
Retired President and CEO
Kirson Medical Equipment Co.

James A. Earl, PhD, Secretary
President, Helena Foundation
Don-N. Brotman, DDS
General Dentist
Harold E. Chappelear
Vice Chairman
UPM Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Principal, InternaSource, LLC
Charles W. Cole Jr.
Retired Chair, Legg Mason Investment
Counsel & Trust Co.
Anna M. Dopkin
Co-Director of U.S. Equity Research
and Portfolio Manager
T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc.

Richard L. Taylor, MD
President, Taylor Medical Group

Harry C. Knipp, MD
Senior Principal and Physician
Partner, Advanced Radiology

John C. Weiss III
Chair, Biotechnical Institute of
Maryland, and Co-Chair,
Entrepreneurship Board, University of
Baltimore Merrick School of Business

Kyle P. Legg, CFA
CEO, Legg Mason Capital
Management

Garland O. Williamson
CEO and President
Information Control Systems Corp.

Sally Michel
Baltimore Activist and
Founder, SuperKids Camp

William T. Wood Esq.
Wood Law Offices, LLC

Milton H. Miller Sr.
Retired Founder
Miller Corporate Real Estate

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS
David J. Ramsay, DM, DPhil
President, University of Maryland,
Baltimore

Thomas P. O’Neill
Consultant

T. Sue Gladhill, MSW
President and CEO
UMBF, Inc.

James A. D’Orta, MD
Chair, Consumer Health Services, Inc.

Theo C. Rodgers
President, A & R Development Corp.

Morton P. Fisher Jr.
Partner, Baltimore Office
Ballard Spahr Andrews & Ingersoll,
LLP

Donald E. Roland
Retired Chair, Vertis

Judith S. Blackburn, PhD, MBA
Treasurer and CFO
UMBF, Inc.

Devy Patterson Russell
Associate Judge, District Court of
Maryland for Baltimore City

Staff
Mary A. Nichols
Director, UMB Foundation Relations

Joseph R. Hardiman
Retired President and CEO
National Association of Securities
Dealers, Inc.
David H. Hillman
CEO
Southern Management Corporation
Richard J. Himelfarb
Executive Vice President
Stifel, Nicolaus & Co., Inc.
Wallace J. Hoff
Retired Vice President and General
Manager, Northrop Grumman
Aerospace Systems Division
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C. William Struever
Partner, CEO, and President, Struever
Bros. Eccles & Rouse, Inc.

Robert G. Sabelhaus
Retired Senior Executive Vice
President and Division Director
Smith Barney
Pauline A. Schneider, JD
Partner, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe
LLP
Alan Silverstone
Consultant
Frederick G. Smith, DDS
Vice President, Sinclair Broadcast
Group, Inc.
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CLASS ACTION NOTICE
KARYN S. BERGMANN, et al.,
Plaintiff Class Representatives,
Plaintiff Class Members,
v.
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF MARYLAND, et al.
Defendants.
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MARYLAND FOR BALTIMORE CITY
Civil Case No. 24-C-02-005740
AN IMPORTANT NOTICE FROM THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MARYLAND
FOR BALTIMORE CITY ABOUT A CLASS ACTION INVOLVING A
TUITION REFUND THAT YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE
A class action has been certified by the Circuit Court of Maryland for Baltimore City
and steps have been taken by the parties to notify all class members of their rights and
involvement in the case. The class action seeks partial tuition refunds for students charged
out-of-state tuition after applying for in-state tuition at any one of the following University
System of Maryland (“USM”) schools: (1) University of Maryland, Baltimore; (2) University
of Maryland, Baltimore County; (3) University of Maryland, College Park; (4) University
of Maryland, Eastern Shore; (5) University of Maryland, University College; (6) Bowie
State University; (7) Coppin State University; (8) Frostburg State University; (9) Salisbury
State University; (10) Towson University; and (11) University of Baltimore. Students who
qualify as members of the class include those who: (1) petitioned any USM school for
re-classification from out-of-state status to in-state status for any semester from the
Spring 2001 to the present, and (2) were denied in-state tuition status based upon a
failure to overcome the “financial dependence” or “residence at application” presumptions
of the relevant USM policies, but otherwise met the requirements of the policy and
the school’s procedures for obtaining in-state tuition status, including exhaustion of the
institution’s administrative process. Class members are entitled to have the original decision
to charge out-of-state tuition reconsidered by the institution, based upon revised standards
for determining how these presumptions should apply (Those standards may be found at
www.usmd.edu/regents/bylaws/SectionVIII/VIII270). Depending upon the results of that
review, you may be eligible for a refund in the amount of the difference between the outof-state tuition that you paid and the in-state tuition rate applicable at that time.
If you believe you are a member of the class but have not received a personal
notice and wish to be part of the class, you should immediately contact the class
plaintiffs’ attorney Anthony M. Conti at Conti Fenn & Lawrence LLC, 36 South Charles
Street, Suite 2501, Baltimore, Maryland 21201, to learn more about your possible rights in
this matter, as you may be entitled to a tuition refund.
To learn more about your possible rights and to make a request to be considered as a
member of the class, please contact Anthony M. Conti, Conti Fenn & Lawrence LLC,
by calling 410-837-6999 or by e-mailing info@lawcfl.com. All e-mails should include the
following information: full name, day and evening telephone number(s), current mailing
address, name of constituent institution attended, and the years applied for and denied
in-state tuition.
Judge M. Brooke Murdock
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INNOVATION I N
PHILANTHROPY:
Create a “monument more lasting than stone”
As an innovative approach to philanthropy, planned giving
combines philanthropic goals with pragmatism. The result is
almost always a “monument more lasting than stone.” Over
the years, our donors have discovered that planned gifts can
complement their personal financial planning while enabling
them to support our schools, students, faculty, and those we
serve in the community and around the world.
We invite you to discover how planned gifts can be an
innovative component of your financial planning, retirement
planning, portfolio planning, business succession planning,
and estate planning. To learn more about creating your
own monument more lasting than stone, please see page 51,
contact the Office of Planned Giving at 877-706-4406 or
visit our Web site at www.umaryland.edu/plannedgiving .

Planned gifts are administered by the University of Maryland Baltimore F o u n d a t i o n , I n c .
for the benefit of the schools of Medicine, Law, Dentistry, Nursing, Phar m a c y , S o c i a l W o r k ,
th e National Museum of Dentistry, and the Health Sciences and Human S e r v i c e s L i b r a r y .

To make a gift online please visit www.umaryland.edu/giveonline.

